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ABSTRACT

IS CITY BRANDING A NEOLIBERAL INSTRUMENT?
THE CASE STUDY OF GAZIANTEP CITY

Günaçtı, Hande
M.S., Department of Urban Policy Planning and Local Governments
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Osman Balaban

February 2020, 119 pages

There has been a crucial transformation from manufacturing economy to service-sector
(knowledge) economy throughout the world; that is, global economy has emerged. In this
study, impacts of global economy and globalization on urban transformation have been
analysed from the neoliberal perspective. As cities are open to global influences, new
urban strategies have appeared to manage competition among cities and attract more
tourists, investors, big companies and so on. Since driving forces of the competition is
composed of intangible measures like creative labour, innovative ideas and like, urban
transformation as a process has been experienced.

There have been two main aims of the study. The first of which is to discuss whether or
not city branding is a neoliberal instrument to manage competition among the worlds’
cities by giving reference to strong relationship between global economy, globalization
and city branding. The second aim is to examine the way Turkish national and local
governments understood and implemented the concept of city branding. It has been
analysed both in central and local level by focusing especially on Gaziantep as case study.

Keywords: city branding, urban transformation, globalization, place branding
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ÖZ

ŞEHİR MARKALAMA NEOLİBERAL BİR ARAÇ MIDIR?
GAZİANTEP KENTİ ÖRNEĞİ

Günaçtı, Hande
Yüksek Lisans. Kentsel Politika Planlaması ve Yerel Yönetimler Ana Bilim Dalı
Tez Yöneticisi : Prof. Dr. Osman Balaban

Şubat 2020, 119 sayfa

Dünya genelinde imalat ekonomisinden hizmet sektörü (bilgi) ekonomisine önemli bir
dönüşüm olmuş; yani küresel ekonomi ortaya çıkmıştır. Bu çalışmada, küreselleşmenin
kentsel dönüşüm üzerindeki etkileri neoliberal açıdan incelenmiştir. Şehirler küresel
etkilere açık olduğundan, şehirler arasındaki rekabeti yönetmek ve daha fazla turist,
yatırımcı, büyük şirket vb. çekmek için yeni kentsel stratejiler ortaya çıkmıştır. Rekabetin
itici güçleri yaratıcı emek, yenilikçi fikirler ve benzerleri gibi somut olmayan
önlemlerden oluştuğundan, bir süreç olarak kentsel dönüşüm yaşanmıştır.

Çalışmanın iki amacı vardır. Bunlardan ilki, küresel markalaşma, küreselleşme ve şehir
markalaşma arasındaki güçlü ilişkiye atıfta bulunarak şehir markalaşmasının dünya
şehirleri arasındaki rekabeti yönetmek için neoliberal bir araç olup olmadığını
tartışmaktır. İkinci amaç, Türk merkezi ve yerel yönetimlerinin şehir markalama
kavramını anlama ve uygulama şeklini incelemektir. Vaka çalışması olarak özellikle
Gaziantep’e odaklanarak hem merkezi hem de yerel düzeyde analiz edilmiştir.

Anahtar Kelimeler: şehir markalama, kentsel dönüşüm, küreselleşme, mekan
markalama
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This thesis argues that city branding is a neoliberal policy instrument that has been
developed to manage the competition among the world’s cities by intervening into social,
cultural, economic, and administrative structures of cities. The aim of the thesis in general
is to discuss the urban transformation processes resulted from globalization from a
neoliberal perspective and particularly focusing on the city branding concept.

1.1. Research Interest and Questions

Although branding primarily belongs to marketing literature, it has been attributed to
different places or fields to push strengths of the places or the fields forward. For instance,
if one wants to visit a city, with an internet search, s/he can obtain the places to visit such
as historical assets and places, symbolic structures and like. This information on particular
places on the net or other domains are not formulated randomly; rather they are based
upon management strategies. Such management strategies are highly influential on major
aspects of urban development and policy in recent years. For this reason, city branding as
a concept and a policy instrument has constituted the main interest of this research.

The first research question is as follows: What is the relationship between globalization,
global economy and city branding concepts? Relevantly, the second question discusses
whether or not city branding is a neoliberal tool to manage competition among worlds’
cities. World is rapidly changing and the major reason behind this change can be
considered as technological developments.
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Transformation from industrial economy to service sector-based (knowledge) economy
has brought about the increase of mobility of capital; that is to say, turned the world into
one market. Since globalization process emphasizes the one and the borderless world,
interdependency among nations have increased (Giddens, 2006). In that sense,
neoliberalism, as the solution to crises derived from this transformation, suggests an
entrepreneurial approach for public policy, including cooperation of public and private
sector, inclusion of civil society into decision-making processes and like.

The third research question is as follows: Is city branding a means for urban
entrepreneurialism in the era of global economy? In the entrepreneurialism agenda,
Harvey indicates that “government and private sector joined their power in order to secure
external funding and investment” (Knox, 1993, p. 10). At the urban scale, since cities are
open to global influences, transformation process have caused restructuring process
(Hubbard, 1996). Restructuring process indicates re-formulation of the city image in
which public and private sectors have worked together to attract tourist; survive in the
world economy and maintain their existence (Jansson & Power, 2006). This image
formulation requires methodological management tools. Designing a logo of the city,
enhancing the quality of life or publishing digital advertisements have not been influential
without a strategy. Therefore, it is claimed that city branding including mentioned ways,
and more is a means for urban entrepreneurialism.

The fourth research question examines how and in what ways globalization and
neoliberalism have been influential in Turkey and Turkish national and local authorities
understood and implemented the concept of city branding? Turkey has also been
influenced by the neoliberal global transformation. As in the global scale, this had led to
restructuring of economic institutions and organization with many respects in Turkey.
Due to high mobility of capital and rise of global influences, local authorities found
themselves in a position to search for new ways to adapt to the competition in
international markets. Policy papers developed by central government have been quite
beneficial for understanding the Turkey’s standpoint with regard to city branding.
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In addition, 10th Development Plan and Tourism Strategy of Turkey 2023 have also been
examined to answer the fourth question of the research. Almost all policy papers
examined are found to deal with the competition among cities on a global scale. The main
emphasis they make is usually to make Turkish cities attraction points in terms of tourism
and other sorts of investments. Moreover, Tourism Strategy of Turkey can be considered
as a road map for increasing tourism activities with a special emphasis on cooperation
between public and private sectors.

The fifth research question aims to explain and explore the main tracks of city branding
initiatives of Gaziantep? Gaziantep has been selected as a case study to analyse
implementation of city branding in Turkey. Moreover, Gaziantep is the first city that
implemented the city branding strategy in Turkey.

The sixth and seventh research questions draw conclusive remarks of the city branding
strategies of Turkish cities: What are effects of globalization and neoliberal agenda to
Turkey at national and local scale? How city branding initiatives have been utilized as
neoliberal tool to manage urban competition?

1.2. Methodology of the Research

The research design of the thesis is based upon the content and case study analysis.

Content analysis has to address prior questions concerning why available texts
came into being, what they mean and to whom, how they mediate between
antecedent and consequent conditions, and, ultimately, whether they enable the
analysts to select valid answers to questions concerning their contexts
(Krippendorff, 2004, p. 82).

In that sense, the secondary sources composed of books and the articles constituting the
literature of city branding, as well as official documents like policy papers, national
strategy documents, national plans and like have been analysed.
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Moreover, in the second part of the thesis, case study analysis has been utilized at both
macro and micro levels. Yin claims that if the aim of the study to understand the reason
and ways and need for covering contextual conditions due to their relations, a case study
approach can be considered (Yin, 2003). Also, it is not possible influence the behaviour
of those who have participated in the study. At macro level, Turkey’s branding standpoint
has been examined with respect to policy papers and legislation as well. Furthermore,
Gaziantep has been dealt with in order to evaluate city branding initiatives within the
scope of neoliberalism. An exploratory type of case study, which aimed to “explore
situations in which the intervention being evaluated, has no clear, single set of outcomes”
has been made. (Yin, 2003) The case study analysis has been conducted mainly based on
the examination of policy documents, project reports and the information provided by
contact people from local and central governments.

In order to give detailed and elaborative answers to the research questions related to the
case study, several contacts were established with related institutions. The representatives
of the institutions contacted during the research include Gaziantep Chamber of Industry,
Gaziantep Metropolitan Municipality, Gaziantep City Council, UCTEA Chamber of
Mechanical Engineers, Chamber of City Planners, Chamber of Architectures, and
Chamber of Civil Engineers. The meetings with the representatives of the institutions
contacted has been one of the main data collection methods. As Miles and Gilbert (2010)
mentions, this sort of data collection can be considered as one of the most appropriate
ways to find out the reasons behind the interested empirical topic. By means of the
contacts conducted, the cooperation among the related stakeholders in formulating and
implementing the city branding initiatives in Gaziantep have been discussed.

1.3. The Structure of the Thesis

There are 7 chapters in this study. The first Chapter is the introduction; providing insight
of the research aim and interest, research questions and brief information about the
chapters.
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Chapter 2 puts evolving reasons of city branding into discussion. It has been discussed by
with respect to transformation process derived from impacts of globalization after 1980s
with a neoliberal perspective. Also, due to globalization process, creative city, world city
and the global city concepts have been examined briefly to form a basis for city branding
discussion. It is proposed that there is a relationship between globalization, global
economy and city branding concepts. Moreover, it has emerged to manage competition
among worlds’ cities with a neo-liberal basis.

In Chapter 3, city image, brand and place marketing have been explored. City image has
been evaluated since it includes all components of the city. Lynch proposes that city
image is composed of three components: identity, structure and meaning (Lynch, 1960).
Since one can claim that city branding is a structured communication strategy, in that
sense, image formulation has great importance, as discussed in this chapter. Also, brand
as a concept has been defined to understand the transformation from city image to brand
image. This chapter aims to discuss what features are necessary for building an attractive
brand image. Moreover, there is an aim to make a differentiation between place marketing
and place branding. It has been emphasized that with the rise of entrepreneurial city,
marketing strategies have been utilized in urban environments.

In Chapter 4, main city branding approaches in the literature have been defined. The main
aim of city branding is to manage perceptions of the city in consumers’ mind. The
consumers can be tourists, investors, professionals, other cities, and like. According to
Kavaratzis in general, there are two main aims of the city branding: being in a position of
competitively advantaged and being an attraction point for investments and tourists
(Kavaratzis M. , 2004). In that sense, Barcelona as a successful example of the city
branding have been analysed by giving reference to mentioned approaches.

Chapter 5 provides an overall standpoint of Turkey upon city branding by analysing the
effects of neoliberalism in specifically at the urban level. The analysis in this chapter is
based on the evaluation of some key policy papers such as the 10th Development Plan and
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The Tourism Strategy of Turkey 2023. The Tourism Strategy document has great
importance in the sense that it is the first policy paper mentioning city branding as a main
chapter.

In Chapter 6, as a case study, main tracks of the city branding initiatives in Gaziantep
have been discussed whether they can be considered as a strategic neoliberal tool to
maintain existence of the cities in the world stage.

Finally, Chapter 7 provides a summary and an evaluation of the entire analysis and debate
made in previous chapters. The main aim of the conclusion is to discuss effects of
globalization and neoliberalism on Turkey at national and in specifically local scale and
tried to find out the relationship between city branding and neoliberalism by examining
the city branding initiatives of Gaziantep.
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CHAPTER 2

WHY DO WE HAVE CITY BRANDS?

Today, we are living in a rapidly changing world and the driving forces behind this change
are the technological developments and the knowledge economy. If it is compared with
the industrial revolution, as another turning point in the world history with many respects,
it can be obviously said that there has been a transformation from manufacturing economy
to the service sector by means of the increase in the mobility of capital, international
investments; in addition to that, the new system, that is global economy has been emerged
(Taşan-Kok, 2004). To explain the reasons behind this transformation, both global
economy and globalization as a process should be examined briefly.

2.1. Globalization and its Impacts

Globalization is a dynamic process that has various reasons, driving forces and
consequences for the world’s nations, societies and cities in economic, social, cultural,
and political terms. Therefore, there is no brief or “one size fits all” type definition of
globalization; rather, there have been perspectives and standpoints to explain the causes
and effects of the globalization. Also, Sager proposes in his literature review:

Neo-liberalism is arguably the most useful concept available for connecting the
political discourses of the economizing social life, the reformation of welfare
states, and the complex process of globalization (Sager, 2011, p. 2).
Thereby, in this thesis, globalization has been explored from the neo-liberal perspective
to understand the reasons behind the city branding since it is proposed that city branding
is a neo-liberal instrument that has been developed so as to handle the competition among
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the cities and manage existence of cities in a good economic, social, cultural,
administrative level as well.

Although, globalization gained its popularity after 1980s, it was not a newly emerged
concept back then, rather it has evolved as a process. Even though Karl Marx did not use
the concept “globalization”, it was implied in the Communist Manifesto by Marx in the
19th century as “an inner tendency of capitalism (the establishment of world market)”
(Saad-Filho & Johnston, 2005).

The bourgeoise has through its exploitation of the world market given
cosmopolitan character to production and consumption in every country…All oldestablished national industries have grown or are daily being destroyed. They are
dislodged by new industries… whose product are consumed, not only at home but
in every corner of the globe (Engels & Marx, 1847).

This quote from Marx defines simply the general aspects and conditions of the
globalization. It implies a free movement of capital by referring to the world market. Also,
by saying national industries have grown or destroyed; there is an emphasis; only the one
who would manage the competition by restructuring process could maintain its very
existence. “Globalization refers to the fact that we all are increasing live in one world, so
that individuals, groups and nations become interdependent” (Giddens, 2006, p. 50).
According to Giddens, political organization, cultural factors and the physical
environment are the main three institutions affected by this change; that is to say;
globalization (Giddens, 2006). The definitions in the literature emphasize the world as
one and a big market. Yeung (1988) also mentions a borderless world by means of
globalization from a neo-liberal standpoint (Wu, 2003).

Free movement of capital due to global economy has great effects not only on the
economic life, but in politics, social, and even cultural aspects of the world. Kim states
that mainly group these effects as globalization of production, international trade and
international financial markets (Kim, 2008). With the development of information
communication technologies, the world has indispensably become a borderless place
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where people from different countries can communicate to each other. This
communication enables to constitute production facilities to everywhere; that everywhere
has been generally chosen with respect to existence of cheap labour. For instance, a
company, namely multinational one, has a chance to establish the production part of the
company to where the cheap labour is available; on the other hand, administrative office
has been appeared in the metropole and global centers. The coordination between the
parts of the company established in different parts of the world has been provided by the
information-communication technologies. Therefore, globalization implies the neoliberal
principles like free market, borderless world, increased flow of goods, capital, and people
across the world (Kim, 2008).

2.2. Neoliberalism as a Framework

Neoliberalism has provided a kind of operating framework or ideological software
for competitive globalization, inspiring and imposing far-reaching programs of
state restructuring and rescaling across a wide range of national and local contexts
(Peck & Tickell, 2002, p. 380) .
In addition, neoliberalism has been utilized in this thesis in order to explain effects of
globalization and strategies used to overcome it.

To begin with, neoliberalism should be examined briefly to understand the shift from
manufacturing economy to service-based economy and its global effects. The reasons
behind this shift has great importance and an emphasis should necessarily be given to the
historical formation. After the World War II, there had been globalized world economy
in which damage of monopoly power of large corporations had been observed before the
rise of neoliberalism in the mid-1970s. That is to say, it can be considered that
globalization has been a long run tendency; not only the consequence of an increase in
neoliberal policies (Kotz, 2002). The dominative effects of Fordism started to disappear
by the mid-1960s due to decrease of productivity and an economic crisis, considered as
the 2nd crucial crisis after 1929, has occurred in 1973 (Eraydın, 2014).
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Furthermore, free movement of the capital has been advanced after 1970s and this altered
the economic relations throughout the world; in addition, the nations having new
economic relations had dealt with the neo-liberal policies (Taşan-Kok, 2004). In other
words, neoliberalism can be considered as a key of the situation to overcome the
difficulties derived from the capitalism.

David Harvey proposes that neoliberalism is a political project of the corporate capitalist
class due to political and economic threats they had face with. (Harvey, Neoliberalism is
a political project). Sager states that according to Deumenil& Levy (2004) and Harvey
(2005):

The current neo-liberalization of many societies is shaped by economic
globalization and international capital mobility, and characterized by fewer
restrictions on business operations, extended property rights, privatization,
deregulation, erosion of the welfare state, devolution of central government,
uneven economic development and increasing social polarization (Sager, 2011).

Furthermore, decrease in the social movement in the industrialized countries, demise of
state socialism, capitalist economic crisis are the additional factors promote the neoliberalism (Kotz, 2002).

When it comes to definition of neoliberalism, one of the most cited scholar David Harvey
suggests that:

Neoliberalism is theory of political economic practices proposing that human wellbeing can best be advanced by the maximization of entrepreneurial freedoms
within an institutional framework characterized by private property rights,
individual liberty, unencumbered markets, and free trade (Harvey, 2007).

Like Harvey expresses, free movement of goods, services, capital and money is the
desired situation from the neoliberal perspective (Kotz, 2002).
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Neoliberalism can be understood in ideological, economic-normative, cultural and
political-institutional perspectives. Ideology of the neoliberalism emphasize the idea of
freedom in economic, political, social and cultural terms. This emphasize on freedom
implies not only freedom of human beings but attributing commodification character to
everything so as to be exchanged in the market. Also, economic-normative perspective
sees the neoliberalism as a policy kit supporting the expansion of the market relations. In
other words, main aim and base of the neoliberal policies to take everything into the
market economy. Moreover, in the cultural level, neoliberalism not only attributes the
commodifiable character to the culture but alters and constitutes the neoliberal culture
and consumption habits due to very effects upon the personal spheres. Furthermore,
coalitions, alliances, public-private partnerships have great importance since the main aim
of the collective rationality is to reach common good (Vanolo, 2017).

The ultimate (unreachable) goal of neoliberalism is to constitute:

A universe where every action of every being is a market transaction, conducted in
competition with every other being and influencing every other transaction
(Trenor, n.d.).

Neoliberalism, proposing new conditions, changes the nature of economic relationships
from within the national borders to across to borders. These new economic conditions
aiming the extension of the market in the world has political impacts precisely. From the
political perspective, it favours the roll back of state intervention (Jessop, 2002). In a
similar vein, as opposed to Keynesian and/or collectivist strategies, neoliberalism has
been based upon the idea of competition and extension of markets. It has implied the state
downsizing and public service reform (Peck & Tickell, 2002).

Additionally, decentralization should be mattered. Definition of decentralization by
World Bank is presented below.
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The transfer of authority and responsibility for public functions from central
government to subordinate or quasi-independent government organizations or the
private sector (Decentralization Briefing Notes, n.d.).
It has been divided into 4 main types: political, administrative, fiscal and market. The
core idea of the political decentralization is the participation to the decision-making
process of citizens and elected representatives. It enables for the elected representatives
to be aware of the needs and desires of the citizens; on the other hand, for the citizens to
know the elected representatives. Administrative decentralization means shifting
responsibility of central government to the different levels of government, semiautonomous public authorities, corporations, regional and functional authorities. To put
in a different way, revenues of the local governments can be gained by means of the
central government and local attempts. With authority and sufficient revenue, private
sector and local governments could make expenditure decisions. World Bank defines the
most “complete” forms of decentralization are privatization and deregulation. It implies
the transferring responsibilities and function of public sector to the private sector (Litvack
& Seddon, n.d.).

State downsizing has been influential in terms of both economic aspects and politics. In
other words, the market has been the new actor considered as the substituting the role of
the state. In addition to that, its new role has been to coordinate as opposed to state in
Keynesian economy. In order to realize the state downsizing, the main tool has been to
privatization. Private sector has in charge of most of the production and service actions
done by the state before. The areas state could not be withdrawn easily have been
maintained by the cooperation of public and private sector. Therefore, there have been
newly emerged roles for the state. In addition, state has been the facilitator of the market
and responsible only for maintenance of it by making conditions for the market
appropriate.

As it has been mentioned that desire of extension of the market indicates withdrawal of
the state as well as economic distress due to Fordism had not enough potential to realize
sustainable production. Moreover, it has been accompanied with the “deconstruction of
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anticompetitive institutions” such as labour unions, social welfare implications like
housing and so on to perform the competitive structure. Meaningly, all institutions have
to be face with the competitive essence of the neoliberalism (Peck & Tickell, 2002).

This is all to say, main aim of the neoliberalism is to development of market-based
economy; moreover, it also had transformed the urban space is a place in which marketoriented economy and consumption practices have been developed (Sager, 2011). In
addition, the maintenance of the neoliberalism can be associated with the increasing
competition caused by global economic integration in the world. (Kotz, 2002)

2.3. Neoliberalism at the Urban Level

Cities have indispensably been affected and entered a restructuring process due to
profound effects of neoliberalism on ideology, politics, culture, economy and like.

Newly emerged concepts like global city formation, urban entrepreneurialism,
gentrification, internationalization have emphasized the restructuring process of
urban spaces. In the early 2000s, such concepts remain central to urban political
economy, but they are now being complemented by references to neoliberalism,
which is increasingly seen as an essential descriptor of the contemporary urban
condition (Brenner & Theodore, 2005).

David Harvey indicates that in the colloquium organized in 1985, there was a general
agreement on how the urban government should be structured since the impacts of the
changing structure of the capitalism had been influential at the urban level. This influence
had appeared itself “as a shift from managerialism to urban entrepreneurship since 1980s”
(Harvey, 1989). In addition to that, free movement of foreign capital has been promoted
by the neoliberal policies to promote competition between cities and regions. At that
point, Harvey considers alternative competitiveness strategies for cities such as
acquisition of key control and command functions in finance, government, or information
gathering and processing. He also states that competitive edge with respect to
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redistributions of surpluses through central governments is still of tremendous importance
(Harvey, 1989).

According to Harvey, shift from managerialism to entrepreneurialism has been persistent
topic since 1970s. Harvey indicates three broad assertions of entrepreneurialism. The first
one proposes to increase revenue by attracting external funding, direct investments and
employment opportunities, partnership of public and private sectors. The only role of
urban government is to facilitate and coordinate; implying urban governance. The second
of which indicates this cooperation should be based entrepreneurial discourse due to
speculative character of the relationship. Moreover, the third one claims that political
economy of place in terms of improving conditions of a place have much more effects on
the territorial focus (Harvey, 1989). Also, Jessop argues that “being an entrepreneurial
city has become a central element in many cities self-imaging” (Jessop, 1998, p. 77) . In
a similar vein, Short and Kim states that cities, faced with inter-urban competition, have
dealt with the flexible modes of production and comparative advantages (Short & Kim,
1998).

Furthermore, Jessop indicates that entrepreneurialism is an effort for increasing revenue
of the city. Entrepreneurial governance becomes a “central element in many cities selfimaging and/or place-marketing activities” if they are to be successful in their attempts
to secure investment and dollars (Sotoudehnia, 2008).

This restructuring process led to transformation of urban structure where cities are open
to supranational and global influences and urban economies has been mainly caused by
globalization. Features of the city image could accurately be considered as unique due to
urban renewal and restructuring process (Hubbard, 1996). According to Mayer, in the
1990s, municipal governments gained more independence in the West and directed their
efforts to particular local needs (Taşan-Kok, 2004). Also, city image has been started to
change by attributing the innovative character to the city. Therefore, new urban renewal
strategies have been developed by public and private sectors to develop urban
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environment, take attention by the tourists, big companies and literally world around us,
by doing that building a strong city image could be considered as a matter of fact (Jansson
& Power, 2006). Because of the transformation in the economy and free movement of the
capital, traditional industry could not maintain its very existence. Therefore, cities should
look for new types of jobs and industries to manage economic competition in the world.
The driving force of the competition is not anymore the labour and production itself but
rather ‘intangible measures’ like talented and creative labour and innovative ideas
(Jansson & Power, 2006).

Moreover, Gottdiener (1986) argues that global economy brings about modern “urban
crisis” and cities have been obliged to face with many difficulties like increase of urban
unrest, economic rout, and unemployment (Hubbard, 1996). Cities have worked for
finding a solution to overcome these obstacles and they have experienced a restructuring
process. Borja and Castells, on the other hand, underline that cities should adapt
themselves by restructuring to the changing environment in the global era. Also, since
local authorities do not have enough power to lead the transformation caused by
globalization by itself, the relationship between the local and global should not be
considered as ‘antagonistic’ but rather “complementary” (Borja & Castells, 1997, p. 46).
Moreover, Hubbord highlights that the adaptation of cities to the altered economic
structure is crucial for managing competition in the world; as a matter of fact, re-imaging
the city itself is a necessary process should be achieved (Hubbard, 1996). Business,
human capital, branding strategies and natural inherits have been tried to manage
competition of a city with respect to others and this is a prerequisite, if a city does not
face with the economic and social difficulties (Charnock, Thomas, & Fumaz, 2013).
According to Logan and Molotch cities have potential to manage their competitive
existence by turning them into advantages comparing the other cities for ‘jobs and dollars’
(Logan & Molotch, 1987).

Massey argues that places are not isolated anymore but they have many other relations
could affect or be affected as well (Massey, 1991). In the ages of a global network, the
international division of labour and mobilized capital that seeks more profit in the world,
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the global economy has been more connected, and cities are more competitive in order to
be a part of global economy.

It can be claimed that, on the other hand, this competition has contributed a mutual
relationship among cities. Giddens maintains that there is a horizontal link constituting
interdependency among cities across national borders. It also provides unitarization and
differentiation of the world around us simultaneously. This differentiation mostly appears
itself at the local level merely with cultural differences, could be considered as both
strength and weakness of the cities in the global world. Therefore, cities would do well
to seek a feasible approach to both supporting existing economic life and attracting new
resources from the global value flows (Anttiroiko A. V., 2015).

One of the strategic decisions of cities in the context of globalization is to determine
the most beneficial mix of offerings, interactions and attraction factors in order to
derive maximum benefits from the local-global dialectic (Anttiroiko A. V., 2015).

In the lights of this information, apart from the ideologies, competitiveness is the key
concept confronted in every level of the world. Simon Anholt, one of the most famous
scholars in the topic, defines the term competitive identity in his famous book, as a
mixture of brand management and public diplomacy and proposes the hexagon of
competitive identity composed of tourism, brands, policy, investment, culture and people.
Interrelation of these six points defined as the corners of the hexagon, well-structured
government policies and investments enable to idea of competitive identity in the stage
of the world. By means of the competitive identity, attractiveness of the city will be
increased and more tourist, investors, consumers and like will want to see this place
(Anholt, 2007). Additionally, despite of the fact that government policies are not enough
to build a city brand, their coordination power should not be underestimated. Having
famous city(ies) world widely for the countries is crucial in the globalized world around
us; therefore, managing this representation and how it is perceived is one of the core
responsibilities of the governments.
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By means of the free movement of the resources, role of the cities in the global economy
has gain its importance. In that sense, it can be obviously said that globalization has
considerably influential at urban level. Additionally, cities have tried to maintain their
very existence in the world stage by attributing a new role to itself. The main aim is to
increase attractivity of the city by highlight their unique features to overcome the inter
urban competition (Anttiroiko A.-V. , 2014).

In contrast to the Fordist-Keynesian golden age, when the national-state became
the principal anchoring point for institutions of social integration and macroeconomic management, neoliberalization was inducing localities to compete by
cutting social and environmental regulatory standards and eroding the political and
institutional collectivities upon which more progressive settlements had been
constructed in the past (Peck & Tickell, 2002, p. 385).

The effect of the state withdrawal at urban level should be mattered, of-course. Central
governments had provided funds to local governments; in addition to that, they utilize
this funds in the services in terms of housing, health, transportation. After 1980s, once
financial support of the state has decreased, the capacity of providing service of local
governments has also decreased. These vital services have been sustained by mainly by
the local governments.

Local governments have altered their courses towards finding new resources and realizing
their potentials. The main and crucial aim has been to attract investments to the city by
dealing with urban transformation projects, tourism investments and so on. In addition,
there have been newly emerged concepts like citta-slow cities, creative cities,
entrepreneurial cities and like. The budget of local governments for basic needs of the
people has been narrowed and new investments for attracting new capitals to the city have
been aimed.

The general aim for making those cultural differences as strengths of the cities is to create
city brands (Kaypak, 2013, p. 336). Bringing those differences into the forefront also
enable competition of cities with each other in the global world stage. In other words, to
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sustain their very existence, cities should compete each other by putting forward their
unique features. Due to the transformation in the global economy, cities have affected,
and new policy instruments have been required as a matter of fact. With the rise of
competition among the cities in the world, some of them were necessarily be transformed
itself to the global cities; however, all cities could not maintain its existence as a global
city in this competitive arena (Taşan-Kok, 2004).

It brings marketing of cities onto the stage and necessarily require a restructuring process
of the cities with respect to economic, social and cultural institutions. Moreover, this
transformation has been occurred in the administrative system of the cities.

The administrative system of the city should necessarily be based on participatory model
depending upon the cooperation of public and private sector and involvement of all
stakeholders of the city.

This new administrative model of the city is more suitable for the current competitive
character of the world economy and it can be evaluated as ‘early stage of global
integration’ for them. In this new model, local authorities are no longer fully dependent
on the central government in the decision and policy making process of the city.

Instead, they have the ability to develop a local strategy to manage the economic
competition in the world by using their own resources with the contribution of private
sector and other stakeholders of the city. This new model implies a transformation from
urban government to urban governance including all actors of the city (Taşan-Kok, 2004).

In the literature, before dealing with the details of city branding, there are significant
studies on world city, global city and creative city debates, which are crucial for
understanding the base and foundations of the concept of city branding.
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2.3.1. World City

Firstly, the concept of world city has been developed by Friedmann (Friedmann, 1986).
In his framework analysis, he states that that thanks to Manuel Castells and David Harvey,
a revolutionary understanding of urbanization as making relation between city formation
and world economy has been adopted. In addition, city could be affected by social
influences launched by capitalist mode of production (Friedmann, 1986). In a similar
vein, his main goal with respect to his framework to make connection between
urbanization process and global economic forces. He argues that due to new international
division of labour in the globalization era, world city hypothesis can contribute to
understand how and in what ways world economy has affected the major global cities.
(Friedmann, 1986). In the framework, Friedmann propose 7 main arguments interrelated
to each other.

Key cities throughout the world are used by global capital as ‘basing points’ in the
spatial organization and articulation of production and markets. The resulting
linkages make it possible to arrange of world cities into a complex spatial hierarchy
(Friedmann, 1986).

He indicates mentioned hierarchy: core countries, semi-periphery countries and periphery
countries and primary and secondary world cities. According to this division, apart from
two cities (Sau Paulo and Singapore), semi peripheral countries does not have primary
world cities. Nevertheless, he updated this division and added global financial
articulations, multinational articulations and important national and subnational/regional
articulations. In this new model, rather than the country of cities, function and
geographical reach has been considered.

World cities are now defined not only as “basing points” of global capital, but
“control and command centers” that host globally oriented economic functions and
actors which control and coordinate global economic flows (Geniş, 2007).
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2.3.2. Global City

Also, Saskia Sassen proposes that due to global economic changes, there is a dual
situation on the economic activity both ‘spatially dispersed’ and ‘globally integrated’.
That is to say, economic activity has been necessarily re-structured in the global context
(Sassen S. , 1991). Sassen claims that this dual situation on the economic activity have
attributed a new responsibilities and missions to the cities and re-structuring of the
organization of cities. They are mainly four according to her:

Concentrated command points,
Key locations for finance and for specialized service forms,
Sites of production including the production of innovations,
Markets for the products and innovations produced (Sassen S. , 1991).

Proposing concept of global city, Sassen mainly developed 7 hypotheses. In addition,
since economic activities have exceeded the countries, central corporate functions have
been highly complicated. Due to the composite operations of the global firms, outsourcing
of specialized services have been came to the question. In other words, producing inputs
are no longer is the situation but buying from multiple locations.

The mix of firms, talents, and expertise from a broad range of specialized fields
makes a certain type of urban environment function as an information center. Being
a city becomes synonymous with being in extremely intense and dense information
loop”. (Sassen S. , 2005).
Also, those specialized service firms have taken in partnerships and built new networks.
In this new type of international economic activity, regulation role does not totally belong
to the governments anymore. Moreover, social and economic inequality in the city have
increased in spite of the specialized firms and high number of professionals in the city
(Sassen S. , 2005).
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2.3.3. Creative City

Florida proposes that there is a transformation of everyday life and this transformation
has been caused by “human creativity”, in general and this knowledge or information
economy is derived from creativity as well. The shift from industrial and manufacturing
economy to the knowledge and information-based service sector has been explained with
the idea of “human creativity” for Florida.

The economic need for creativity has registered itself in the rise of a new class,
which I call the Creative Class…I define the core of the Creative Class to include
people in science and engineering, architecture and design, education, arts, music
and entertainment whose economic function is to create new ideas, new
technology, and new creative content (Florida, 2002).
According to Florida, creative class “want to live in “quality”, “creative”, “tolerant” and
“exciting” places. Nevertheless, it can be said that all cities are not appropriate for being
creative center as they are unable to knowledge-based development (Lorenzen, 1999).

2.4. Conclusion

In a nutshell, changes in the notion of capital and other related factors like developments
of information communication technologies have influenced the structure of the world
economy and paved the way to the emergence of the global economy. The global
economy brought about the decline in the importance of as well as the geography of
manufacturing industry and thereby extremely affected the urban environment. In
addition to that, to handle the difficulties derived from this transformation, by attributing
neo-liberal characters, cities have been transformed themselves into a kind of a
commodity available in the global world market and ready to compete with other cities.
In other words, local authorities had raised a response with the innovative, creative and
entrepreneurial strategies trying to overcome capitalism crises. This has been implied in
the shift from manufacturing economy to knowledge/information-based and serviceoriented economy.
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Moreover, these strategies provided an alteration on the administrative structure of local
authorities. With rise of globalization and neoliberal policies in the world, local
authorities had not monopoly power of administrative structure and innovative strategies;
instead, all stakeholders, public and private sector had been taken part in decision-making
and implementation process of the strategies. It implies a transformation from urban
government to urban governance as well as Harvey gives emphasize. This current
situation had caused the raise the competition among the cities having innovative
strategies and strong urban governance structure (Sager, 2011).

Also, an economy-based new focus had altered the social and cultural lifestyles of the
urban environment that are needed to be improved with respect to attractiveness by the
private sector and local authority together (Jansson & Power, 2006, p. 9). According to
Jensen, highlighting the attractiveness of the cities is not new agenda; yet, utilization of
strategic and professional perspective should be considered as a new dimension. (Jensen,
2005). In that sense, promoting place has been widespread due to entrepreneurial visions
of local governments (Sotoudehnia, 2008). Kavaratzis also states a shift in urban politics,
as the use of marketing in cities is perceived as a “natural consequence of entrepreneurial
governance” (Kavaratzis M. , 2008, p. 59). This transition towards entrepreneurial
urbanism demonstrates an enmeshing of the neoliberal project in urban contexts, as the
marketization of cities and places through brand creation, management, and promotion
becomes a central aspect of municipal governance (Sotoudehnia, 2008).

Brenner and Theodore claims that neoliberalism is a complex phenomenon and could not
exist in a single form. Articulation of the neoliberalism has been provided by the strategies
like institutional transformation and ideological re-articulation (Brenner & Theodore,
2005).

Alberto Vanolo mentions that there are significant connections between neoliberalism
and city branding. Strategies for realizing the position in the market and can be considered
as the representation of the entrepreneurialism of urban politics. Also, restructuring
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process can be considered as attributing values to the city for becoming a commodity in
the world stage to deal with the urban competition. Therefore, it can be said that cities are
fell into a commodification process. They are, like a product, advertised and presented in
the market. Moreover, by means of the neoliberalism and altered governance of cities,
there have been new urban elites, new urban professionals, and new positions of power
(Vanolo, 2017).

City branding has been emerged as neo-liberal tool for managing the global world
economy and its difficulties. While branding is usually held to represent an effort to
develop urban competitiveness toward the economic development, urban branding’s
advocators see it as a potential to meet other goals such as community development,
reinforcing local identity and identification of the citizens with their city and activating
all social forces to avoid social exclusion (Kavaratzis M. , 2004). Therefore, this issue
cannot be separated from urban governance and political economy. So, it can be argued
that with globalization and neoliberalism, urban branding has emerged as a means of
urban policy which can lead to the commodification of city.
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CHAPTER 3

CITY IMAGE, BRAND IMAGE AND PLACE MARKETING

3.1. What is City Image?

It is important to consider and comprehend for the city branding strategy how cities are
perceived by others for managing the competition to attract globally mobile capital in the
era of global economy. In that sense, city image should be considered not just the physical
side of an urban environment but all components building the city as a whole. Taking
attention of companies, people, tourists and investors in the situation of economical
difficulty and competition bring about the restructuring urban image as a challenge for
places (Brash, 2011, p. 101).

Kevin Lynch (1960) defines three components of environmental images as identity,
structure, and meaning. Identity of the image provide differentiating that object from
others as separate entity; the other component is structure of the object should give a
spatial relation to the observer. Moreover, different from spatial relation, the image
should include a meaning for observer (Lynch, 1960). Relph also maintains to grasp
social structure of the place image, taking attention to identity, socially constructed, is
necessary. (Relph, 1976). Image of the city does not only refer to city itself but
recognition of the city by dwellers, tourists, and the world around us.

Environmental images are the result of a two-way process between the observer
and his environment. This environment suggests distinctions and relations, and the
observer-with great adaptability and in the light of his own purposes-selects,
organizes and endows with meaning what he sees (Lynch, 1960, p. 6).
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In other words, since perceiving can be evaluated already as a subjective process,
experiences of the observer constitute the city image on his/her mind. Kampschulte
mentions “the image of the city is best described as the link between real, objective space
and its perception” (Kampschulte, 1999).

Bailly states representations in the urban have contributed to deal with meaning in
symbolic and ideological context (Bailly, 1994). Vermeulen states “it is not the city but
the image that has to be planned” (Vermeulen, 2002). Therefore, image formulation and
how it is perceived maintains its importance and there are some methodologies for
delivering the formulated and targeted message. Methodologies of the image formulation
have been defined in many scholars in the literature. According to Lynch (1960), OECD
(2005), Ashworth (2009), “the built environment, hallmark events and famous
personalities are generally accepted as the transmitter of the city image” (Dinnie, 2011,
p. 29). Smith also highlights that promotional activities have been used for attracting
tourists to the city and generalize the term as ‘city re-imaging’. (Smith, 2005)

Lynch claims that accepting that image has a valuable effect on the living space, it should
be sufficient, easily comprehensible, flexible to alterations, allowing individuals for
exploration. Also, it is stressed that ‘good’ image depends on with many respects since it
is the “product of experiences, attitudes, memories and immediate sensations” (Boulding,
1961).

Images of places have both a vertical and horizontal structuring. The vertical
structure is one of intensity and depth of experience and has layers corresponding
basically to those of the various levels of outsideness and insideness. The
horizontal structure is that of the social distribution of knowledge of places within
the between individuals, groups and the mass (Lynch, 1960).

In a similar vein, Kavaratzis underlines cities are communicated by means of the
perceptions and images. He proposes that this communication occurs in three ways;
namely: primary, secondary and tertiary. Primary communication does not take the
communication as the core idea rather focusing on communicative effects. Kavaratzis
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divides primary communication into 4 categories. ‘Landscape strategies’ refers to public
spaces in the city; ‘infrastructure strategies, on the other hand, attributes city
infrastructure a unique character like a large airport. The third category is ‘organizational
and administrative structure’. Establishment of public and private sector and participation
of the people in the decision-making process should be considered in this category
crucially. The fourth, city’s behaviour’ refers to “city leaders’ vision for the city, the
strategy adopted, or the financial incentives provided by the city to various stakeholders”
(Kavaratzis M. , 2004, p. 68). Moreover, utilization of marketing practices like logo,
slogan, advertisements, and like is considered as secondary communication according to
Kavaratzis. Tertiary communication refers to communication through and with the media
and other cities (Kavaratzis M. , 2004).

3.2. What is Brand?

Brand is a concept, mostly utilized in marketing literature. As it has been recently used
in urban planning and politics literature; it should be defined and discussed further.
Definition of American Marketing Association is provided below.
A name, term, sign, symbol, or design, or a combination of them, intended to
identify the goods or services of one seller of group of sellers and to differentiate
them from those of competitors (Wood, 2000, p. 664).
Moilanen and Rainisto define brand as “the sum of all tangible and intangible elements,
which makes the selection unique” (Moilanen & Rainisto, 2009). They propose that there
are three important features of brand; identity, image and communication. Identity can be
considered as already existed value of a brand. Moreover, the brand image can be
interpreted as transmitter of the brand to the focus group; literally, perception.
Furthermore, thanks to communication feature, brand can be easily noticed.
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Moilnanen and Rainisto asserts positive sides of the brand as:

– A brand separates itself from competing products;
– A brand creates emotional benefits for the customer;
– Brand facilitates the customer’s decision-making;
– A brand protects the organization’s marketing and brings long-term strategic
benefits;
– A brand can support innovations and be the ‘main thread’;
– A brand enables the connection of responsibility to the producer;
– A strong company brand connects personnel and business partners, so it is
possible
to develop stronger relationships and ensure long-term investments;
– Brands increase the efficiency of marketing operations and strengthen the process
that creates more financial value;
– A business brand connects al goodwill-value derived from doing business;
– A brand guarantees quality; and
– A brand increases turnove. (Moilanen & Rainisto, 2009, pp. 7-8).

Brand is a product or service made distinctive by its positioning relative to the
competition and by its personality, which comprises a unique combination of
functional attributes and symbolic values (Hankinson & Cowking, 1993, p. 10).

3.3. Brand Image

Brand and brand image are two different concepts that should be distinguished from each
other. Anholt maintains there are 4 different usage of brand. The first one is to use as
name of the product. Another usage is its designed identity. The yet another is culture of
the organization behind the product. The fourth as a brand image is instead of reputation
in the mind of consumers (Anholt, 2010). Yet, differentiation among brand, city image
and brand image should be discussed in order to grasp the relations of each other. It also
contributes to exploration of transformation from city image to brand image as well.

Since branding a city is the management of perceptions of that city through certain
messages, city image can be considered as transmitter of mentioned messages.
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Formulation of the city image have great effect on perception and reputation of the city.
By saying perception and reputation of the city, it implies that what meant a city image
for the dwellers firstly, representation in the mind of foreigners and the world secondly.
It has been stated that weak perceptions of a city can damage the city image and have
negative impacts on the future of city in terms of inward investment and business
activities (Trueman, Kemm, & Giroud, 2004).

Reformulating the image of the city has been required for city branding as “encounters
between cities and their users take place through perception and images” (Kavaratzis &
Ashworth, 2005, p. 507). Brand image, in that sense, should promote the strengths of the
city. Brand image implies what brand represents and the way consumers have the idea of
that brand. Thereby, it is the formed and comprehensive perspective of the consumers
upon the brand (Vanolo, 2017). Moreover, brand image is defined by Anholt as an
“instant and rich emotional response in the consumers immediately upon sight” (Anholt,
2010)

It can be said that there is a strong relationship between city image, brand and brand image
in the context of city branding. This relationship has been constructed through the global
influences at urban level. Cities to be branded are necessarily experienced this
transformation since formulation of brand image is the core idea of city branding.

3.3. Place Marketing

Kavaratzis states that place marketing has a long history since there has been always an
attempt that cities are needed to be distinguished from each other by promoting their
unique characteristics. According to him, it has been occurred in three discrete phases;
they are place promotion, planning instrument and the precursors in marketing
(Kavaratzis M. , 2008).
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The first stage was concerned with generating manufacturing jobs through
attracting companies with subsidies and the promise of low operating costs and
higher profits existing or alternative sites (Kavaratzis M. , 2008).
On the other hand, the second stage involves attraction of economic activities but in a
different manner from the first stage; in that case, the improvement and promotion of
physical environment also gain importance. The third stage contains the objectives of
previous two stages but adds an emphasize on global competitiveness. (Kavaratzis M. ,
2008). Attributing marketing character to the places is quite different from the corporate
brands’, of course.

Place marketing is a legitimate form of marketing in the sense that the terminology,
techniques and philosophies of marketing can be applied to places but equally, if it
is to be attempted successfully, then a special type of marketing has to be devised
(Ashworth & Voogd, 1994).
First and Venkatesh asserts that “marketing is the conscious and planned practice of
signification and representation” (Fırat & Venkatesh, 1993). Place marketing as a
necessary strategy for the cities by giving emphasize on the transition process from
managerial governance to entrepreneurial model that private and public sectors are
worked together (Hubbard, 1996) Ashworth and Voogd (1994:39), as cited in Kavaratzis
M., (2004), proposes that promotion of the places is not newly emerged; instead,
consciously attributing the marketing approaches into this promotion and inclusion of the
public planning agencies for the management is something new and should be elaborated.
Place marketing is a long-term process beginning with the promotion of the prominent
and competitive characteristics of the place. Also, an aim, appropriate and implementable
methodology are determined and the process has been maintained by the distribution of
the roles for implementing the arrangements (Kavaratzis & Ashworth, 2006, p. 17).
Marketing is a process that can be used to accomplish various goals set by the city,
because “to discuss city marketing solely in economic terms is to oversimplify its
meaning” (Paddison, 1993, p. 348). City branding, on the other hand, can be considered
as change in the perspective and one of the most successful ways of place marketing
(Kavaratzis M. , 2004).
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CHAPTER 4

CITY BRANDING AND ITS METHODOLOGIES

4.1. Theoretical Framework

Bringing unique characters of the city into forefront is nothing new in the world; however,
attributing a branding character to those characters and appearing of the city in the market
with strength characteristics to compete other cities has been emerged in 1990s and the
concept has firstly introduced by Philip Kotler.

Since there are different types of consumers and places to be branded, namely brand
aspects; there is a need for classification to understand the place branding and its
dynamics. Kavaratzis and Ashworth states there are 5 main trends of place branding. The
first one is the place of origin branding discussed by mainly Kotler and Gertner (2002);
Papadopoulos and Heslop (2002) (Kavaratzis & Ashworth, 2005).

This trend defines place of origin as a product and using the qualities, images and,
in most cases, stereotypes of the place and the people living in that place to brand
a product that is produced in that place is considered an effective strategy
(Kavaratzis M. , 2005, p. 332).

As he underlined, it cannot be associated with the place branding. The second trend
studied primarily by Simon Anholt, Ham and Gilmore is nations branding. In this
approach, governments have been oriented by the consultants for enabling outward
investment, attracting tourists to the country and like. The third, widely charming trend
is generally examined by Evans, Greenberg, Hannigan; culture/entertainment branding.
“High profile buildings on the city’s image the use of such buildings and other
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‘landmarks’ in general in the city’s promotion”. (Kavaratzis M. , 2005, p. 335). Another
trend in the place marketing is destination branding evaluated by Morgan, Brent-Ritchie.
According to him, this is most developed trend in place marketing above mentioned.
Hankinson can be considered as pioneer of this trend. The last and most complex trend is
city branding. (Kavaratzis M. , 2005).

As it is emphasized, cities having unique features and potentials have necessarily
transformed themselves by attributing the commodifiable character to manage
competition in the world. There is no clear-cut definition of city branding and its
methodology in the literature. Nevertheless, many scholars as quoted below have tried to
propose a definition and best methodologies of city branding.

Zenker and Braun defines place brands as “a network of associations in the consumers’
mind based on the visual, verbal and behavioural expression of a place” (Kavaratzis &
Hatch, 2013). In other words, it can be said that main focus of the place branding is
consumers’ mind since it has been occurred with the material and immaterial signs of the
city with the experience and perception of that one.

Simon Anholt discusses whether the place branding is marketing or not by a dialectic
way, in his famous essay. He raises a question “if place branding is not about
communications but policies, what is new about it and why bother to give it a new name?”
The answer provided by the author explains 5 new ideas of place branding. The first one
is that cooperation among government, business, civil society, new institutions and
structures for transmitting a clear, coordinated and communicative message to the
globalized world. The second one is notion of brand image which is considered as a
bridge between the brand and its consumers. The third one is the notion of brand equity
that its reputation should be managed, measured and protected. The fourth one is the
brand purpose providing consensus for strategic vision, which is internal. The fifth
dynamic is the innovation in all sectors like media (Anholt, Is place branding a capitalist
tool?).
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Moreover, the concepts that utilized above have defined by Anholt as 4 main aspects of
the branding.; brand identity, brand image, brand purpose, brand equity. According to
him, brand identity is composed of a logo, slogan; core meaning. Brand image is
reputation, about how this brand is comprehended by the consumers. Brand purpose is
the power of shared goals. Brand equity is the asset value of reputation, “permission
given by the local consumer base for it to continue producing and developing” (Anholt,
2007). Morover, an analysis conducted by Kavaratzis and Ashworth, touches upon the
importance of city branding with an analysis on urban management goals and place
marketing. Similar to a corporate branding, city branding faces with the three main
components of branding of which; brand identity, brand positioning and brand image. It
is essential to position places in comparison with product on corporate marketing. With
efficient urban planning it is feasible to position cities as a brand image within the
perceptions of consumers. (Kavaratzis & Ashworth, 2005)

Kasapi and Cela state that terms belong to place branding literature are generally utilized
to define city branding. Although a consensus could not be built upon the one and single
definition, it is generally accepted feature of the concept is hard to define; in addition to
that, offering some explanations could be considered as practical, in that sense (Kasapi &
Cela, 2017, p. 136). Therefore, even though city and the place are not synonyms, they
will be utilized interchangeably.

Rather than providing definition, Hall proposes the aim of city branding as well-designed
communication strategy (Hall, 1996). According to Nickerson and Moisey, it is making
link among residents, foreigners and the image of the city (Nickerson & Moisey, 2000).
Cai claims by means of the city brand, indicating a city as a destination is possible with
branding factors like names, terms, signs, logos, mottos and so on and a strong city image
for significant and positive representation among other cities (Cai, 2002). Rainisto sees
city branding is the necessary approach for acknowledgement of city and attention-taking
method (Rainisto, 2003). According to Julier, for enhancing unique characteristics of the
city, city branding can be considered as one of the most crucial attempts. Morgan and
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Pritchard define city branding as a ‘re-building’ and ‘re-defining’ process rather than
encouragement of a place (Morgan & Pritchard, 2007).

There are two important aims of city branding initiatives. One of them is to achieve a
competitive advantage to bring more capital investment and more tourism activity to the
city. On the other hand, the second aim is to achieve community development and
consensus by means of the power of local identity in order not to experience social
exclusion and unrest (Kavaratzis M. , 2004)

Andrea and Per Olof aims to conduct a brief review of previous studies on city branding.
The key findings of researchers are that researches on city branding focuses on 3 main
factors of producing, consuming and criticizing city branding. The researchers also point
out the importance of multi-disciplinary harmony across researches on city branding. In
order to conduct future researches on city branding, the key suggestion is to approach city
branding with a robust and a unique combination of inter disciplinary thoughts. (Andrea
& Per Olof, 2011)

Jensen touches upon the impact of globalization and transformation within industrial
cities in terms of culture, creativity and knowledge based urban environments. The
researcher supports formation of New Urban Management and Creative Class notions in
order to generate knowledge cities, culture cities, shopping, fun and leisure cities. In order
to plan urban city branding it is essential to consider these factors (Jensen, 2005).

The researchers, Jesper and Arthur have focused on importance of citizens and other
stakeholders which builds up the bricks of city branding. In addition to this the researchers
argue that policies on city branding may be affected from democratic legitimacy. In order
to enhance urban branding process, it is essential to strengthen urban democracy and
urban governance policies (Jasper & Arthur, 2013).
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In his analysis, Senay focused on the importance urban policies on city marketing in terms
of Istanbul’s branding and tourism plan. The key findings of researcher have included
that main focus areas of branding of Istanbul are; tourism variability and geographic
wideness, originality and character, interaction and communication, global effect, strong
infrastructure and high quality of life, the spirit of the city, and the symbol attributed to
the city. In fact, these factors are mainly common within most of the large cities and their
branding. These factors, which are stated by Senay, could be counted as main building
blocks of a city branding (Senay, 2017).

Andrea Insch highlights in her article “Branding the City as an Attractive Place to Live”
residents are one of most critical part of the city by stating “…their disenchantment could
trigger a vicious downward spiral”. Insch emphasizes residents of the city should be
integrated in the decision-making and implementation process of the city branding.
According to her, since the residents represent the place identity, local culture and local
business, they have a tendency of improving their own place’s conditions and making it
more attractive. Therefore, they should be included in the restructuring process of the city
(Andrea & Per Olof, 2011).

Gert-Jan Hospers make a relation between Urry’s famous theory tourist gaze and city
branding in his article by stating “city branding is a powerful tool to construct the tourist
gaze” (Hospers, 2011). Since a tourist does not choose the place that s/he will visit
randomly; the attractive city image may contribute his/her preferences socially
constructed. As he stated, in the literature, there are three main image carriers; the built
environment, hallmark events and famous personalities. The built environment mainly
refers to the image of the city socially constructed. The hallmark events have provided a
city a new meaning since these events like Oktober Fest or Sziget Festivals are memorized
with the host city. Also, it indicates the organization capacity of a city since these events
have attracted the people’s attention from all over the world. It implies there is enough
accommodation services, in-city and inter-city travel opportunities, hosting place i.e.
conference hall, concert arena and like, technical arrangements and so on (Hospers,
2011). One of the good examples as Summer Olympics of Barcelona (1992) will be
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examined in Chapter 4. Moreover, iconizing someone who is famous, successful and
made contribution to the world with a city is also the other technique of enhancing the
city image to the world.

Jansson and Power (2006) have divided the branding techniques into two main categories
with respect to aspects of the place: material and immaterial. Material aspect refers to
built environment and infrastructure; on the other hand; immaterial refers to slogan,
identity and like. Under this categorization; they also indicate that three ways of branding;
through buildings, events, flagship projects and like; through planning strategies, urban
development, institutional and infrastructural support; through advertising, myths,
slogans, logos and like. According to them, since mentioned techniques are interrelated
to each other; they have been generally utilized as integrated (Jansson & Power, 2006).

Castello uses the word cloning in his analysis since it has a potential to connecting to
certain fields of science and by means of the relation with the practice of life, implying
the human component in the urbanism actions. He defines place branding in three ways;
customizing, communicating, and commodifying. Customizing refers to by means of the
powerful images, people should be customized as followers of the new manifestations of
the city. Communicating deals with visual and iconographic messages having ability to
make good perception on the minds of place user. Commodifying; on the other hand,
means attributing a commodity character to the historical and cultural values of a place
(Castello, 2010).

4.2. Measurement of City Branding

Zenker, Knuben and Beckman (2010) propose that measuring the place brand perceptions
can be divided into three groups; qualitative methods, quantitative methods and mixed
methods. The qualitative methods deal with the ‘free brand associations of target
customers’ like focus group interviews; on the other hand, the quantitative methods
engage with the ‘standardized questionnaires’ on varied dimension constituting brand.
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Moreover, the mixed methods refer to making qualitative analysis with quantitative
analysis. According to them, although qualitative methods have ability to provide more
information with in-depth interviews or open-ended questions; comparing two cities with
a qualitative method is not possible due to differences of the focus groups. To put in a
different way, as quantitative methods imply a standardization and are depended on the
dimensions chosen for the analysis; it is not the best way of measuring place brand
perceptions. Furthermore, they propose that a mixed methods would overcome the
mentioned difficulties of applying single method to compare cities’ perceptions of
branding (Zenker, Knubben, & Beckman, 2010).

Kaplan, Yurt, Guneri and Kurtulus indicated a study aiming to “explore the applicability
of brand personality framework to place branding” (Kaplan, Yurt, Guneri, & Kurtuluş,
2010). They had engaged with a personality dimension investigation on three most
crowded cities in Turkey; İstanbul, Ankara and İzmir. In this study, they define city brand
personality as “the set of human characteristics associated with the city brand”. They had
utilized 7 factors to measure brand personality dimension; excitement, malignancy,
peacefulness, competence, conservatism and ruggedness (Kaplan, Yurt, Guneri, &
Kurtuluş, 2010).

Currently, there are many place branding scales in the literature. One of the popular is
belongs to Simon Anholt. Anholt defines a city brand hexagon and all 6 points are
different dimension of affecting the city brands; the presence, the potential, the people,
the prerequisites, the pulse, the place. The presence refers to international status of the
city and to determine its presence whether they visited in which way those cities can be
considered as famous and also are there any positive influence of a city with respect to
culture, science, governance in last 30 years or not. The second point, the potential mean
whether the city could provide visitors, businesses and immigrants to enough access to
education services and economic opportunities. The questions have tried to explore the
one’s thought on how s/he can easily find a job; whether the city is appropriate for her/him
and her/his family to get access to education and job opportunities. The third point is the
people; dwellers of the city. This point has tried to measure feeling of inclusion, safety
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and satisfaction of the people with respect to dwellers of the city. The fourth point, the
prerequisites, has engaged with the basic qualities of the city like accommodation,
hospitals, public transport and like. The fifth point is the pulse have tried to explore the
perception of the people both as short-term and long-term resident about brand image of
the city. The sixth and the last point of the hexagon is the place. It refers to physical
conditions of the place like climate, infrastructure, and like (Anholt, 2007).

Most of the literature deals with the evolving reasons, methodologies, tools and best
examples of the city branding. Braun, on the other hand, engaged with the factors
affecting the implementation of city branding in his famous article entitled as Putting city
branding into practice in 2011. He states that “we need to review mechanisms that
structure collective action- in this case city branding” (Braun, 2011, p. 261). Moreover,
he proposes 8 hypotheses affecting the implementation of city branding in a positive or
negative way(s). The first four of which are the majority view on city branding, the
inclusion of city branding in the political priorities, unambiguous political responsibility,
and stakeholder management having indirect relationship with the implementation of city
branding and various different effects on the city policies in general. On the other hand,
remaining four hypotheses have dealt with the city branding in a very direct relationship;
strategic choices regarding the substance of the brand and the approach to building the
brand; genuine and credible city branding; umbrella city branding versus sub-brands,
strategic co-branding with strong brands in the city; and the balancing act between
distinctiveness and wide support for the brand (Braun, 2011). These hypotheses will be
discussed in Chapter 6 in a critical perspective.

4.3. Barcelona Model: City Sells!

In capitalism, we find the dissolution of organic social and natural relations in the
development of a fragmenting division of labour and an unprecedented structure where
commodity production is the purpose of society and maximization of profit is the purpose
of commodity production (Best & Kellner, 1997).
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Commodification of city culture and city identity is one of the results of neoliberal
policies. Urban political elites who are trying to sell cities by branding them are looking
for the best place for their unique product in the global market in order to attract more
tourists. The reason behind branding, the way that urban elites manifest the city, in what
ways the city and its culture commoditized, and what kind of effect does branding has on
tourism industry are generally seen in the example of Barcelona.

4.3.1. A Brief Description of Barcelona

Barcelona having more than 1.6 million inhabitants and the second largest city in Spain
and capital city of the region of Catalonia is one of the famous cities of the World
(Belloso, 2011).

Figure 1: The location of Barcelona

Barcelona has taken part many ranking lists in the world with many respects. For
example, the city has been considered as publishing center providing international
dynamism; with this aspect, the city is ranked as creative city of the literature by
UNESCO (UNESCO, 2018). The Livability Index 2010 Indicator of The Economist
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Intelligence Unit have rated Barcelona in terms of infrastructures at 96.4 out of 100.
According to 2009 data of the government, Barcelona is the sixth most important tourist
city in the world by means of the 12 million overnight stays and 2 million cruise travelers.
Also, with the Alba Syncrotron, the Scientific Park of Barcelona (PCB), the Biomedical
Park, the UAB Research Park, the research parks of the UPC, ESADE, Creapolis, IESE,
the Communication Campus at Poble Nou (UPF), the El Valles Technological Park,
research centres in food, elite research institutes (photonics, materials, energy), Iter, KIC
Innoenergy (EIT), Barcelona Graduate School of Economy, the Institute of Global
Health, MareIncognito, Barcelona (Barcelona Vision 2020, 2010, p. 19).

4.3.2. City Branding in Barcelona: Barcelona Model

In the literature, as it is mentioned, Barcelona is considered as one of the most successful
city brands with a special emphasis on hosting 1992 Olympic Games. Certainly, the effect
of hosting Olympic Games are undeniable; nevertheless, since the making a city a famous
brand is a process, the experiences and historical formation Barcelona have should be
examined briefly to explore its success story and find out the relationship with
neoliberalism.

The death of dictator Francisco Franco in 1975 brought the city on a restoration process.
Two events mostly promoted has also promoted this transformation; the first one is the
accession to the European Community and the second one is the 1992 Summer Olympic
Games. Hosting the Olympic Games offered to the city that the kind of unique,
commodifiable image which is necessary to compete in international markets and to
produce the tourist experience. Thus, the urban branding policy took place in the city, in
order to do that, urban elites used the architecture of the city, language of the city and the
specific characters of the Barcelona which is its Catalonian history and so on. The
symbolic power of the city served/serves to its branding. Besides the historical
architectural side of Barcelona, the new ‘modernista’ architecture kind of understanding
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helps to the attracting tourists for business in addition to cultural ones (Balibrea M.-P. ,
2007).

The effect of this ‘modernista’ reimaging strategy can be understood via reference
to the processes of image change identified in the conceptual framework. The
successful reclamation, (re)presentation and championing of buildings designed by
Domenech, Puig and Gaudi, has provided Barcelona with several important new
synecdochical devices (Smith, 2005).

4.3.3. Olympic Games 1992

Hosting 1992 Olympic Games can be considered as one of the turning points of Barcelona
as a city brand. It leads to both great transformation in the city and gave to chance to city
to represent this transformation to the world.

Figure 2: Logo of Barcelona

Firstly, the places in which games organized were restructured and opened to public use.
Necessary infrastructure system was also built like a ring road system, an extension of
the subway, rehabilitation of the old city, opening of public spaces in many areas of the
town. Moreover, since this event embraced by the world, it enabled to City Council of
Barcelona to work in cooperation with different public administration both at the regional
and national level. It is considered that the dark period in Barcelona in the times of Franco
was closed by means of the Olympic Games in 1992 (Ramon, 2000).
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Figure 3: Olympic Games 1992

The Olympic Games has taken the attention of tourists and urban designers due to
infrastructure projects like airport expansion, highway rings, telecommunications and
like.

Most of the time, buildings and creations made in the sake of Olympic Games could not
be utilized after the games. However, thanks to design team of Barcelona, the structure
was built anticipatorily. For instance, Olympic stadium have been still used for football
games in the city (Rossi, 2004).

By means of the Olympic Games, transformation of the city has been gained acceleration.
Also, all citizens had been included in this transformation. Olympic games enabled to
present city image of Barcelona to the world and capacity of hosting such a worldwide
event (Belloso, 2011).
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4.3.4. Developments after the Olympic Games 1992

In 1999, award Royal Gold Metal had been given to Barcelona.

In 1999, precedent has been broken to award the Royal Gold Medal to a city: to
Barcelona, its government, its citizens and design professionals of all sort. Inspired
city leadership, pursuing an ambitious yet pragmatic urban strategy and the highest
design standards, has transformed the city’s public realm, immensely expanded its
amenities and regenerated its economy, providing pride in its habitants and delight
in its visitors… Probably nowhere else in the world are there so many recent
examples, in large cities and small towns, of a benign and appropriate attitude
towards creating a civic setting for the next century (Balibrea M. P., 2001).

Balibrea states that with respect to this quotation, the Barcelona Model and its success
had been officially approved at the international level. Moreover, a plan had been
developed for 10 UK cities with respect urban programme of Barcelona. “The Observer
summarized the aim of the project as follows:

Each of the target cities will be encouraged to sell themselves as exciting and
stylish places to live and work, mirroring the success of the Catalan urban
regeneration (Balibrea M. P., 2001, p. 187).

Also, the transformation process in the city has never ending. Poblenou, is a village, has
been transformed to a “knowledge district” and rebranded within the scope of
22@Barcelona plan.

Oriol Clos who was the director of urbanism at 22@Barcelona states that:

The 22@ Plan establishes the criteria and terms for the conversion of the old
industrial areas into a sector suited to the new forms of productive activity based
on information and knowledge technology, and on a new balance of urban,
residential, productive and service functions, in which all are integrated into a
hybrid fabric, constructed around the historical morphology of the sector (Clos,
2004, pp. 193-194).
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The village has been transformed to manage competitiveness at the urban level, improve
life quality of inhabitants and create a knowledge space as well (Charnock & RiberaFumaz, 2011).

Having a place for knowledge and innovation in a city and urban clusters have indicated
to “smart-city” and crucial for urban revitalization. Transformation of Poblenou from oldtextile industry to a knowledge and innovation district at both local and international level
has great significance. This transformation has been provided with a new model
promoting cooperation among universities, government institutions, private sector and
citizens as well (Pique, 2013). Moreover, the year of 2003 has been dedicated to sport in
Barcelona. Sport events has made crucial contribution to the image of the city. Thanks to
organization of World Swimming Championships, the X Police and Firement Games and
the European Cup of Nations Hockey Championships (Ajuntament de Barcelona), city
image of Barcelona has been improved as a matter of fact (Smith, 2005).

Furthermore, another international event hosted by Barcelona, Universal Forum of
Cultures- Barcelona 2004 was organized by UNESCO with the initiative of City Council
of Barcelona. The title of the conference is “New Ignorances, New Literacies: Learning
to Live Together in a Globalizing World”. Between the dates of 8 May-20 September
2004, decision-makers and representatives of the international community and civil
society had focused three key themes of cultural diversity, sustainable development and
the conditions for peace (UNESCO, 2005). President of the Generalitat of Catalonia Mr.
Pasqual Maragall states in the preface of the report that:

We live in a globalized world where much too often more knowledge also means
more ignorance…In this globalized world, we are increasingly aware of our
common destiny, yet at the same time, we continue to wish that others understand
us in what makes as unique, in what makes us singular…I hope that the force of
the ideas presented at the conference and now collected in this book will help us
continue on our way towards freedom and justice with a greater effectiveness and
better result (UNESCO, 2005).
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The Barcelona model indicates that transformation process with respect to socioeconomic and urban level (Balibrea M.-P. , 2007). In the last 20 years, transformation
process of Barcelona has been observed obviously. This transformation has been
observed in City Council of Barcelona’s attempts and the public spaces in a way of
creating an identity to promote social and cultural integration. Town Planning
Regulations have been reorganized to sustain coherence, credibility and legitimacy.
Making and preserving the connection between the newly built areas and existed
neighbourhoods to prevent zoning and functional specialization has great importance in
this transformation process. In addition, there was a concern of avoiding gentrification
during renovation of the Old Town to provide social consensus. Also, the inclusion of
civil society has extensive significance; therefore, all citizens have taken part of this
transformation; for instance, young people made voluntary work in the Olympic Games.
This transformation process has contributed to position of Barcelona in the stage of the
world by means of the urban marketing promotional strategies (Ramon, 2000).

4.3.5. Barcelona Vision 2020- A Strategic Proposal

It should be emphasized that city branding is a never-ending process. Since the world has
been changing with respect to interactions and improvement in the global scale, the form
of competition should necessarily be altered. In order to manage competition, cities
should have a vision and plan for future competition.

At that point, to grasp the city branding process of Barcelona, it is necessary to analyse
Barcelona’s first strategic metropolitan plan. It is crucial in the sense of being first
metropolitan strategic development of Barcelona Metropolitan Area by indicating its
intention to existence in the global scale (Barcelona Vision 2020, 2010).

It has been stated in the strategic plan that Barcelona Metropolitan Area should be a
“global metropolis” having the crucial characteristics: interconnection and cooperation;
innovation, talent and creativity; leadership.
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The vision has been indicated in the plan as:

The AMB’s vision for 2020 starts with a global metropolis which is the capital of
Catalonia and holds the capitality of the Mediterranean. As such, it will reinforce
its relationships and its presence in regions which are leading world growth and
will exercise leadership appropriate to its values and factors and competitiveness,
one of which is sustainability (Barcelona Vision 2020, 2010, p. 28).

It is important to mention there is a methodology of mentioned vision. In other words, the
plan provides not only the vision but the challenges and levers of the vision. Challenges
could be faced with in the sake of managing this competition according to Vision 2020.

Sustainability and climate change; position the AMB as a benchmark in the new
global framework: greater presence in countries which lead the world and
capitability of the Mediterranean, global leader in some growth-driving sectors of
knowledge, getting beyond the ‘bio’ companies. Updating and strengthening
traditional industry and sectors, being among the most attractive European regions
for innovative talent, being an interesting and socially balanced city: a social
response to the crisis (Barcelona Vision 2020, 2010).
On the other hand, levers of change are powerful university and education system,
administration, governance, values, extensive knowledge of languages.

4.4. Evaluation of Brand Image and City Branding Strategies

Neoliberalism is a political economic policy. What is important for neoliberal policies is
their competitiveness in the world stage. As David Harvey stated in his article, the power
is given to the class not to the individuals that already has economic power. Here it can
be said that with neoliberal policies, new sectors have emerged. City branding is one of
them and as David Harvey stated in his article named The Art of Rent-Globalization,
Monopoly and the Commodification of Culture, Barcelona is one of the best examples of
this issue. Commodification of city culture, city identity or generally the idea of nation
branding is one of the results of globalization therefore, interlinked neoliberal policies.
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Transition from city image to brand image can be considered as a subjective and
neoliberal process. Attributing “branding” character to the city image is commodification
of the city image and city itself available in the market as a commodity. As Lynch
mentioned, city image is a subjective entity since it implies both city itself and recognition
of the city by people.

The main components of the city branding like brand image, restructuring process,
promotion activities, cooperation of private and public sectors, facilitator role of the local
government, competition in the market are necessarily be related with the neoliberalism.
Due to free movement of the capital, the borderless world has evolved and competition
between nations and then cities have been come to the stage. To understand the effects of
globalization not only on economy but in other aspects of the life, neoliberalism has
appeared by saying not the state not the people, but the competition is the new playmaker.
This competition has been influential on every aspects of the life at each and every levels
of the society. In this case, the more competitive is to richer. There are some strategies
and tools to enable that thing a place, competitive and attractive, in the market. City
branding is one of those strategies turning the city into the commodity.

At that point, it is crucial going back to Marx and analysing how commodity has been
defined. In simple terms, there are two essence of the commodity; use value and exchange
value. Marx indicates features of use value as independent of the amount of labour, a
thing to be used/ consumed, its utility being limited with physical properties of the
commodity. On the other hand, exchange value refers to quantitative relation changing
with respect to time and space.

Marx indicates that “if then we leave out of consideration the use value of commodities,
they have only one common property left, that of being products of labour” (Marx, 1887).
If we adapt this statement to the recent agenda, products of labour will be replaced with
the competition. That is to say, driving force of attributing exchange value to the cities
besides its use value is inter-urban competition. Therefore, it is proposed that city
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branding strategy, turning cities into commodities in the market, is neoliberal tool to deal
with the competition in the market.

Through the strategies dominated by exploitative demands of modern capital, urban
places, which have been supposed to host social events and activities perform their service
as grounds of consumption for capital flux. The use value of public spaces has been
replaced and trivialized by their exchange value transforming them into a matter of
commodity.
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CHAPTER 5

IMPACTS OF GLOBALIZATION AND NEOLIBERALISM ON TURKEY:
CITY BRANDING AS A NEOLIBERAL TOOL

As it is mentioned, there had been crises and restructuring process in 1970s in the world.
It can be summarized as restructuring process basing upon changes in the production
relationships by means of the information communication technologies and increase free
movement of the capital; that is to say, globalization process (Ataay, 2001). As stated in
previous chapters, globalization has increased the implementation of neoliberal policies
worldwide. Turkey has inevitably been influenced by this restructuring process.
Transformation to service sector has led to the wider integration of the world economy
and created a new profile of employee like high-educated, professionals and like (Erkip,
2000). In this chapter, it has been argued that city branding strategy has been developed
and tried to be implemented as a neoliberal tool in Turkey mainly caused by Turkey’s
integration to this transformation and the global economy.

Economic depression experienced by the developed capitalist countries during 1970s
derived from the decrease in the profit amounts and efficiency issues. Moreover, fuel oil
crises and economic depression had brought about decrease state-oriented centralist
approach in the world. In that sense, there was a response developed by the state with an
aim of radical change in the economic system. This response had been appeared as a
stabilization program and introduced on 24.01.1980. The aim of this new program was to
“adjust some of the factors of production to create competitive advantages for national
producers and industrialists” (Balaban, 2008, p. 77). According to some scholars there
are three main forces influencing neoliberal restructuring of public administration in
Turkey. The first one is the military coup of 1980, which thrashed out the then-existed
political structure. The second force is the need and the urge to get integrated into
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financial liberalization and global neoliberalism under the control of the military
government in the early-1980s. The third force is the increase in urban population.

There three dynamics opened up new spaces and sites both for creative politics and
governance of the masses in the post-1980 period. The proliferation of new
identities and political positions on the one hand enabled new forms and repertories
for progressive politics. But these emerging forms and process also are indicative
of, and sometimes engender, new forms of regulation and governance (Erol,
Ozbay, Turem, & Terzioğlu).

In the lights of this information, approach of Turkish government has been changed
towards neoliberal reforms and internationalization of Turkish economy (Taşan-Kok,
2004). Global influences have brought about the restructuring process of institutions and
organizations at local and national levels.

The main impetus behind the shift from urban government to urban governance is the
desire to increase competitiveness in global urban networks. In other words, to manage
increased competitiveness caused by the high mobility of capital and global networks
have altered the approach of local governments toward “governance”, indicating more
innovative and entrepreneurial mode of administration structure.

Introduction of neoliberal reforms in Turkey involved establishment of a new type
of institutional interface between state and local business, namely metropolitan
municipalities. They were designed to facilitate a national economic strategy
promoting investment in built environment (along with commerce) as a way of past
economic crisis (Bayırbağ, 2011, p. 6).

One of the apparent impacts of mentioned restructuring has been shown in the legislation
of local governments in Turkey as alterations. Law No. 3030 Metropolitan Municipality
was repealed, and Law No. 5216 Metropolitan Municipality was enacted in 2004. The
justification of Law No.5216 was stated as:
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Cities are the places business and activities have developed. A considerable part of
the foreign investment, international trade, transportation and communication
entering the country is flowing to the metropolitan centers. Cities in the global and
regional network have a high proportion of transportation and communication
networks. Developments in the urban infrastructure, transportation, modern
buildings, financial areas, communication and like have been accompanied by
globalization requirements. Cities are the places where the communication services
have been best provided. In sum, cities are the big market in the new global
economy and driving force of trade center and national economy.1

As it is understood from the justification of the law, neoliberal discourse has been
influential in the structure of local governments. Cities are the new remarkable actor
affecting the market relations. Therefore, attracting foreign investment and providing
international trade as defined as requirements of globalization were regulated with the
legislation.

According to Öçal, there are four main aspects of strengthening of local governments.
They are strengthening the legal basis of the local governments, their autonomous
position, financial position (Öcal, 2015, p. 266).

With the changed legislation, it can be considered that there was an attempt to provide
flexible relationship between the central and local government. In addition to that, a new
local government system has been tried to be conducted so as to provide efficient use of
resources, increase participation, and competition.

5.1 Analysis of The Key Policy Papers

In this thesis, one of the main aims is to conduct an empirical analysis on urban policies
on city branding in Turkey. As discussed on the earlier chapters, the factors of city
branding consist of interactions between vast amounts of inter disciplinary subjects.

1

https://sayilikanun.com/2013/02/26/5216-sayili-buyuksehir-belediyeleri-kanununungerekcesi/
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Considering that, within this analysis, city branding will be empirically analysed with
respect to different domains.

The government policies play a crucial role on development of city branding as well. The
data on below graph summarizes investments ranging from agriculture, mining, energy,
production, health, education, construction, transportation, tourism and other public
services.

Figure 4:Total Amount of Investments on different projects and sectors between 1999
and 2018

In this figure, the distribution of total investments on different areas of sectors by the
government policies could be observed. It could be seen that in terms of total investments,
the government spending has been increased over the years. The investment areas of
transportation, tourism, education and healthcare could be related with the city branding
initiatives since they are directly linked to the conditions of life and attractiveness of the
city.
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Figure 5:Total number of visiting tourists to Turkey between 1999 and 2018

The figure 5 illustrates the total number of visiting tourists to Turkey between 1999 and
2018. This is another indicator of impacts of city branding. Tourists would be willing to
visit a country with increased city branding activities. In this time period, it could clearly
be seen that number of visitors on Turkey have increased. This is the impact of efficient
city branding activities and investments by the government.

5.1.1. 10th Development Plan

In the lights of the information, it can be said that city branding is a multi-dimensional
process where different agents play crucial role. In that sense, it can be proposed that to
explore the city branding activities in Turkey, consideration of policy papers have great
significance as well.

The Tenth Development Plan of Turkey (2014-2018) includes a chapter Liveable Spaces
and Sustainable Environment. This chapter emphasizes the competition at local level with
the rise of globalization and economic transformation and proposes enhancements.
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Shift of intensity of production from west to east and to developing countries, and
preferences of location gaining transnational dimension have brought new regional
development and urbanization phenomena, highlighting importance of cities and
their competitiveness. Once economic geography is properly planned and quality
of urban space and urban life are upgraded to higher levels, this trend will
strengthen Turkey’s geographical advantages and will support Turkey in being a
center of attraction for investments and skilled human resources. Achieving this
objective makes coordinated execution of growth, development, regional
development and spatial development policies more important than before (The
Tenth Development Plan 2014-2018, 2013).

It can be obviously seen that as there is a crucial emphasis on competition among cities
on global scale and emphasis on neoliberalism. The general aim of considering that is to
make cities an attraction point for companies, investments, tourists and like. Also, it
should be highlighted that possibility of this aim is associated with the coordination of
regional and spatial development policies according to 10th Development Plan.

Problems of excessive and low-quality growth, housing, traffic, security,
infrastructure, social cohesion and environment in cities of Turkey maintain their
importance. On one hand, transforming cities into more liveable places by
managing these risks with proper interventions, and on the other, making them
attractive centers by urban image management and branding efforts are the main
concerns (The Tenth Development Plan 2014-2018, 2013).
The quote from 10th Development Plan is quite important because on the one hand, it aims
both difficulties that cities faced with like security, infrastructure, housing and like; and
on the other, management of city image and city branding have been emphasized. Coming
up with solution to the obstacles in the city life will enhance the city image; however, the
obstacles mentioned in the development plan can be considered as fundamental
prerequisites of the residents and cities. Even though it is stated in the policy part of the
chapter, the methodology utilized for decreasing the problems of the city or urban image
management have not been explained implicitly. In the sub-section; titled “Regional
Development and Regional Competitiveness”, there is current situation analysis of
transformation process in Turkey by 2000s. In the analysis, although general emphasis is
given on management of regional competitiveness, competition at the global level have
been mentioned in the policies part, as well.
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For metropole cities to compete on the global scale, their R&D capacities and
capabilities in producing innovation-based high-tech products and quality services,
providing quality life and employment opportunities will be increased. Cohesion
and integration between metropole cities and their hinterlands will be
strengthened…Conditions required for branding cities with respect to their
potentials, opportunities they offer and goods and services they produce will be
created. Geographical indications will be supported in this context. (The Tenth
Development Plan 2014-2018, 2013)
5.1.2. Tourism Strategy of Turkey 2023

There was no official tourism policy in Turkey until the early 1960s.

“Between 1963-1977, tourism promotion was only a minor policy, no more than a
footnote in three plans due to lack of financial means infrastructural investments” (Sözen,
2007). However, the fourth Five-Year Development Plan (1977-1982) prepared in the
wake of Neo-Liberal structural adjustment policies, also included recommendations for
tourism investments. The year 1982 was a turning point for tourism development in
Turkey. The Tourism Encouragement Law, issued in 1982, regulated tourism-oriented
regional development, the use of natural resources and historical/ architectural heritage
for tourism purposes (Uysal, 2016).

Tourism Strategy of Turkey (hereafter TST 2023) was prepared by the Ministry of Culture
and Tourism in 2007. The strategy is a road map for developing tourism activities and
increasing the benefit from tourism activities by providing co-operation between public
and private sector upon governance. It has been stated that the strategy was developed in
accordance with the 9th Development Plan (2007-2013) which concluded that a “Tourism
Industry Master Plan” need to be developed and provided (Tourism Strategy of Turkey
2023, 2007). The national tourism strategy has built upon 16 strategies for strengthening
the tourism activities in Turkey. Among them, “Strategy of City Branding” takes part as
the 10th strategy. City branding is considered in the TST 2023 as a strategy of attracting
the tourists and the general emphasis has been made with respect to this (Tourism Strategy
of Turkey 2023, 2007).
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Strategy of city branding is defined as to “manage branding of cities rich of cultural and
natural heritage and thereby convert them into a point of attraction for travellers”
(Tourism Strategy of Turkey 2023, 2007) The chapter starts with proposing that city
tourism occurs in metropolitan cities like Paris, London, Montreal and Prag; moreover,
potentials and image of the city are important determinants in that sense. Therefore, a
tourism project will be implemented İstanbul, Ankara, İzmir and Antalya has been
proposed. Choosing mentioned cities are coherent argument when city tourism takes
place in metropolitan cities argument is considered. Moreover, it is mentioned that
identification of Istanbul as Cultural Capital of Europe for 2010 puts strengthen the city
in terms of culture, art, planning and environment forward.

The objectives for the year 2023 are stated as below.

-

-

-

Plans and projects for development of city tourism shall be brought into
life in Ankara, İstanbul, İzmir and Antalya cities.
Culture tourism shall be revived, and cultural branding efforts initiated for
increasing the credibility of Adıyaman, Amasya, Bursa, Edirne, Gaziantep,
Hatay, Konya, Kütahya, Manisa, Nevşehir, Kars, Mardin, Sivas, Şanlıurfa
and Trabzon cities.
Each year, a city will be disclosed and publicized as "City of Cultural
Tourism", by Ministry of Culture and Tourism, in an effort to maximize
cultural visits domestically and internationally.
Building, structures and ruins of historical, cultural and architectural value
will be restored.
Local events will be developed in line with internationally accepted
standards.
Facilities and places will be built to stage cultural and artistic shows.
Provisions will be made for raising awareness among the local public on
the value and conversation of both physical and abstract cultural heritage.
Marketing and promotion efforts will be onset at both national and
international levels to promote and highlight the rich cultural heritage of
our cities (Tourism Strategy of Turkey 2023, 2007).

The second objective proposes implementation of city branding strategy to 15 cities;
Adıyaman, Amasya, Bursa, Edirne, Gaziantep, Hatay, Konya, Kütahya, Manisa,
Nevşehir, Kars, Mardin, Sivas, Şanlıurfa and Trabzon. However, in the introduction part
of the strategy, it is claimed that city tourism occurs in metropolitan cities. The selection
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criteria of mentioned cities are not reflected in the strategy and stated cities could not be
considered as metropolitan cities. Returning to the defined strategy itself, the general aim
is to “manage branding of cities rich of cultural and natural heritage” (Tourism, 2007).
Therefore, it can be deduced from this statement, these 15 cities pullulate with cultural
and natural heritage. The question that should be asked, in that sense, is having cultural
and natural heritage enough for city branding?

To achieve these objectives for the selected 15 cities, there are some suggested
arrangements in terms of architectural, transportation system, cultural route, physical and
social arrangements. As architectural arrangements, city museums; restoration of
buildings and structures having historical, cultural and architectural value; lightening and
landscape arrangements, social facilities around historical attraction points, authentic
shopping centers have been proposed. Also, as transportation system arrangements,
airport hotels, developed public transportation system, re-arrangement of piers, quays and
harbours in coastal cities, and increased sea tourism have been suggested. Moreover, art
villages, facilities and efforts of congress tourism, building exposition and conference
halls, hallmark events have been stated as cultural route arrangements. Finally, opening
tourism information booths, eliminating deficiencies of infrastructure and superstructure
in cooperation with local authorities and related institutions, publishing city maps and
brochures have also been highlighted as physical and social arrangements.

There is no defined arrangement to 15 cities separately in the Tourism Strategy of Turkey
2023. These arrangements are defined in general and whether it is appropriate for each
city not discussed in the strategy. Further to that, the general applicability of these
arrangements is not even mentioned.

There is another strategy related to city branding in TST 2023; “Marketing and Promotion
Strategy”.
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To commence with marketing and promotion activities at each destination, in
addition to the national marketing and promotion campaigns with the ultimate
objective of branding on a national, regional and local scale (Tourism Strategy of
Turkey 2023, 2007).

The methodology of the strategy has been stated as exploring, examining and interpreting
characteristics of country markets and determining current situation of competitors. Also,
sustainable image will be provided so as to enable competition in the market. The other
defined methodologies in the strategy are collaboration of public and private sector, usage
of new information and communication technologies, dealing with promotional activities
via specially internet and advertisements.

In TST 2023, since it is a policy paper of tourism, the main aim of city branding was
defined to attract tourists to the city. Although it implies the increase in the revenue of
the city, attracting more capital and investment were not mentioned explicitly. Yet,
neoliberal discourse with the rise of competition in the global era can be read from TST
2023.
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CHAPTER 6

THE CASE STUDY OF GAZİANTEP CITY

Gaziantep is one of the ancient settlements and attraction point in which mixture of
various civilizations, cultures, and beliefs throughout the history takes place.

Also, the passing of historical Silk Road has given direction to the history and today
together; it should be protected as a cultural and commercial center 2.

According to World Bank Competitive Cities for Jobs and Growth study, there are 7
competitive cities experienced rapid industrialization in the world: Saltillo, Mexico;
Meknes, Morocco; Coimbatore, India; Gaziantep, Turkey; Bucaramanga, Colombia; and
Onitsha, Nigeria. In the report, it has been stated that Gaziantep has limited natural
resources, and its land is dry and ill-suited for agriculture; it is not a port city; it is not a
capital city; it does not have high-tech clusters; it is not a household name or a large,
primary city. Yet Gaziantep’s light-manufacturing firms sell their products in 175
countries around the globe. In that sense, it is one of the crucial competitive cities in the
world (World-Bank-Group, 2015).

Entrepreneurship, driving force of the competitive character of Gaziantep, is an important
characteristic differentiating the city from the other cities. Moreover, gastronomy and
potential for cultural tourism are the other important characteristics of the city (Özdemir
B. , 2018).

2

https://gaziantep.ktb.gov.tr/TR-52328/gastronomi-turizmi.html
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As emphasized, due to shift from import substation to free competition economy, cities
have been faced with the interurban competition. At that time, 1980s, “Anatolian Tigers”
have been emerged in Kayseri, Gaziantep, Çorum, Konya, Eskişehir and Denizli
(Özdemir B. P., 2018). Main aim of Anatolian Tigers, product of restructuring process in
Turkey, was to eliminate the economic inequality between metropolitan areas and them.
Gaziantep became prominent among Anatolian Tigers thanks to its strategies based upon
the competition (Utanır, 2019).

Bayırbağ defines Anatolian Tigers as “a term often employed to refer to an emergent
economic model of development under neoliberal policies” (Bayırbağ, 2009, p. 363).

At the end of Keynesianism in Turkey in 1980s, Gaziantep has experienced a rapid
industrialization process funded by local resources. When the industry was not the main
idea and with the indirect state intervention, industrialization was increased, and new
accumulation regime was based upon the idea of export-oriented economic growth. From
the mid-1990s onwards, when Gaziantep industrialists began to turn their faces to the
international markets, local resources proved to be insufficient for new investments and
growth (Bayırbağ, 2011).

In that sense, vision and responsibilities of local governments have been inevitably
changed. They have contributed to extend global networks of cities and manage
competition in the international market. Therefore, local governments have tried to
participate crucial international networks. In this respect, Gaziantep Metropolitan
Municipality have tried to constitute international and sustainable relations. According to
strategic plan of Gaziantep Metropolitan Municipality 2019-2024, there are 25
memberships of international networks like Metropolis, The Assembly of European
Regions, Union of Turkish World Municipalities, United Cities and Local GovernmentsMiddle East & West Asian Section, and so on. In addition, Gaziantep hosted international
events such as symposiums, forums, fairs. This has contributed to the increasing
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awareness of Gaziantep in the international arena and to the competitiveness of the city
image (Strategic Plan 2020-2024).

Gaziantep Metropolitan Municipality have shown important efforts to attribute
competitive character to Gaziantep. In other words, there have been various concepts
utilized for highlighting the strengths of Gaziantep in the international market like
gastronomy center, creative city, smart city, brand city. One of the crucial agendas of
Gaziantep is entering “UNESCO Creative City Network (UCCN)” in 2015. UCCN has
been composed of six main categories; crafts and folk Arts, media arts, film, design,
gastronomy, literature and music.3 In the website of UCCN, it has been stated for
Gaziantep:

The Municipality demonstrates a strong commitment to improving urban quality
of life and supporting sustainable development through many environmental and
ecological programmes including a climate change action plan, an environmental
plan and the creation of an eco-park. The third programme is aligned with the
production of renewable energy by transforming pistachio shells, unused until now,
into an innovative source of energy foreseen to benefit both industrial and
residential use4.

Two international gastronomy festival were organized within the scope of UCCN action
plan of Gaziantep on 20-22 September 2018 and 12-15 September 2019. These events
have brought together prominent people from the field of gastronomy from various
locations in Gaziantep. It can be proposed that there have been various reasons
gastronomy city image formulation has been successful comparing to city branding
project. One of the crucial reasons is based on the idea that “better image, reputation or
brand must be earned and cannot be invented or constructed” (Anholt, 2008, p. 2). For
instance, New York is one of the successful brand cities in the world is successful because
of the city not just because of the “I Love New York” campaign. In Gaziantep, when
3

https://en.unesco.org/creative-cities/content/about-us

4

https://en.unesco.org/creative-cities/gaziantep
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deniable and magnificent power of gastronomy was used in the image formulation, it has
been built upon the solid ground. Moreover, a smart city project was conducted with the
aim of technology-based urban development in Gaziantep by Gaziantep Metropolitan
Municipality and Turkcell in 2015.

Figure 6: Kick-off Event of Smart City Project held by GMM and Turkcell

Fatma Şahin underlined that:

In order to manage competition, we should manage information, technology and
finance. Sustainable development is possible with the management of mentioned
areas. We need to transform our capital to the future…In cooperation with Turkcell,
we achieved significant savings and efficiency in electricity and water
consumption and earthmoving management. We build technological infrastructure
together with Turkcell in Zeugma Museum and in our zoo, which is visited by 2.5
million people annually. There are new projects we are planning. We would like to
thank our road friend Turkcell for their support in making Gaziantep a smart city…
Our aim is to reduce all expenses by 25 percent by using technology better,
increasing productivity and saving. In doing so, we need to use technology and
human productivity very well. Our goal is not to be a uniform smart city, who needs
what we need to be a smart city to support5.

5

https://gantep.bel.tr/haber/turkcell---gaziantep-akilli-sehir-lansman-toplantisi3774.html
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Furthermore, there have been another smart city project implemented with private
company. It has been launched in cooperation of Gaziantep Metropolitan Municipality
and Enerjisa to apply new generation energy system to 100. Yıl Atatürk Kültür Park
declared as important specific park by International Federation of Park and Recreation
Association in 2016. The project has been funded by Enerjisa and focussed on smart
lightening, e-mobility, infrastructure solutions, renewable solutions, municipality
solutions, and internet of things.

Mayor of Gaziantep Metropolitan Municipality Fatma Şahin stated that:

Our Municipality, which has undertaken a pioneering project for energy
management, energy efficiency, and renewable energy, has accelerated its projects
for energy production from renewable energy, wind and biogas resources. We are
assertive about efficiency, development, innovation and smart city planning in
Gaziantep. Smart City Gaziantep project will take our city forward and be an
example to other cities in Turkey and the world6.

Figure 7: Kick-off Event of Smart City Project held by GMM and Enerjisal

6

https://m.enerjisa.com.tr/tr/enerjisa-hakkinda/medya-merkezi/basinbultenleri/gaziantep-buyuksehir-belediyesi-ve-enerjisa-isbirligi-ile-akilli-sehirgaziantep-projesi
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Currently, Gaziantep Metropolitan Municipality has defined the city as a smart city with
its tourism, culture, gastronomy, people, and so on. An expert from the Municipality
indicated that the projects held before about smart city has contributed to smart city image
of Gaziantep and as a municipality, as a municipality, there is a possibility of cooperating
private companies to make Gaziantep a smart city.

Moreover, Union of Municipalities of Turkey has organized Smart Cities and
Municipalities Congress on 15-16 January 2020.

President of Turkish Republic Recep Tayyip Erdoğan indicated that aim of brand cities
is provided through smart city solutions. Also, Mr. President underlined that the balance
between the results and costs of the projects should be considered crucially. More to that,
it has been stated that the only responsible institution is not the municipalities, rather,
other institutions and private sector could engage with the smart city projects and they
should be implemented in harmony.

Apart from these initiatives, city branding is one of the earliest efforts shown for making
city as one of the crucial competitors in the global market. In that sense, main tracks of
city branding initiatives of Gaziantep have been examined.

6.1. Main Tracks of City Branding Initiatives of Gaziantep

Gaziantep has tried to attribute competitive character to the city by applying various
trends such as creative city, smart city, brand city.

The shift from managerialism to entrepreneurialism has been defined in previous
chapters. One of the assertions of entrepreneurialism according to Harvey, increasing
revenue by attracting external funding, direct investments and employment opportunities,
partnership of public and private sectors. In addition, as it can be seen from the answer,
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Gaziantep has considered as an entrepreneurial city. Its entrepreneurial character and wish
to increase of competitiveness gave a pathway to city branding initiatives in Gaziantep.

It can be easily proposed that city branding efforts are the oldest way of managing
challenges of the globalization for Gaziantep in neoliberal terms. In this section, main
tracks of city branding initiatives of Gaziantep have been explained and discussed with
respect to their motivation, implementation, effects and success.

City branding initiatives have been realized with different institutions since 2003 in
Gaziantep. It has started a city image formulation based on industry and maintained with
more comprehensive and holistic image encapsulating all stakeholders of the city to
manage competition in the world.

6.1.1. Gaziantep Chamber of Industry

The first initiative was made by Gaziantep Chamber of Industry (hereafter GCI) in 2003.
They launched a project entitled as “Trademark City Gaziantep Project”.

Expressly, the name of the project implies that this is not a direct city branding project.
However, due to motivations of formulating the project and its objective, it indicated
brand city as a level for Gaziantep should reach, it has been considered as the first
initiative of city branding in Gaziantep. The project is crucial since taking city branding
into consideration.

The project has been awarded the first prize in the international competition of the World
Chambers Association in 20057. Moreover, the Institute for Public Relations is a nonprofit
foundation dedicated to fostering greater use of research and research-based knowledge
in public relations and corporate communication practice. The Evolution of Public
7

https://gso.org.tr/tr/projeler/marka-sehir-projesi-1.html
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Relations book8 published by Institute for Public Relations Research and Education has
included the Trademark City Gaziantep Project in 2009. In the book, there is a chapter
entitled as “Branding is Power: The Trademark City Gaziantep Project” was written by
Dr. Serra Görpe from İstanbul University.

6.1.1.1. Motivations Behind the Project Formation

It is important to examine the motivations behind the project formation so as to discuss
its implementation and success in terms of city branding methodologies. According to the
Strategy Report of the project published in 2003, international competition has been the
key motivation of the new urban agenda, and thus a comprehensive restructuring process
was aimed to be realized by considering the opportunities created by globalization in
which the world gets smaller. It was emphasized in the reports that restructuring of the
economy was not completed entirely, and thus there is still a room for adaptation that
should be maintained by competition valid for both companies and people. The main
strategy for competition was indicated in the report as “differentiation from others” by
emphasizing and featuring the unique characteristics of Gaziantep. In other words, the
only appropriate means of competition is the differentiation; otherwise, institutions, cities
and nations could not (re)present their competitive characters inevitably face with some
obstacles in terms of economic, social, political, and administrative. (Strategy Report of
Trademark City Gaziantep Project, 2003)

National and international analyses made within the scope of the project discovered the
production power in various sectors and entrepreneurial characteristics of the companies
in Gaziantep both at national and international levels. Results of the analyses showed that
by means of the globalization, trade in Gaziantep have been turned into a more liberal
action before the branding initiatives launched and as a matter of fact, competition
tendency and potential have been increased. However, the rise of low-cost production in

8

https://www.instituteforpr.org/wp-content/uploads/International_CB.pdf
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the Far East and Southeast Asia, particularly in China, caused a disadvantaged position
to Gaziantep, as the city’s economy was based overwhelmingly on the production of
“intermediate goods”. In that sense, branding has been considered as a strategy to manage
this disadvantage (Özdemir B. P., 2018).

Moreover, current situation of Gaziantep in terms of industry has addressed the project.
One of the contact persons in this research, the Secretary General of GCI, gave detailed
information about the industry sector in Gaziantep and underlined the perception that the
industrial products produced in Gaziantep were of poor quality. He also stated that
Gaziantep’s production structure has been based on the production of raw materials and
intermediate goods. The Secretary General illustrated people generally know famous
curtain or bedclothes brands; however, they are not aware of the fact that their raw
materials are produced in Gaziantep. Therefore, there was a need for powerful brands in
Gaziantep to exist and maintain its existence in the national and international markets.
This objective could only be achieved by production of good quality products and having
powerful brands in Gaziantep. For this reason, the Chamber of Industry took the lead and
showed efforts to promote industry by means of a well-designed project.

According to the Görpe, the starting point of the project was to increase the urban income
of Gaziantep by means of trademarks originated from the local economy. (Gorpe, 2008)
Nejat Koçer, the president of GCI, notes that

We are living at a time where cities compete, and every city puts forward their own
values. The Trademark City Gaziantep Project is Gaziantep’s vision and target
project- an important project towards the future. (Gorpe, 2008, p. 7)

The arguments raised by Görpe (2008) emphasize Gaziantep as a production center due
to its industrial development and production culture. However, as a production center,
Gaziantep suffered from the international competition facilitated by free flow of capital
and labour in the global era. In that case, GCI has decided to take part in this competition
by producing high quality and trademark products with low production costs. (Gorpe,
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2008). In addition, the relationship between competition derived from free flow of capital
and labour in the era of globalization and city branding initiatives have been obviously
observed. In that sense, branding has been utilized as a strategic instrument for Gaziantep
to manage the international competition.

6.1.1.2. Aim of the Project

Strategy Report of the Project states that the analysis of the current situation in Gaziantep
and Turkey was conducted in order to determine appropriate objectives and aims for the
project. (Strategy Report, 2003)

The Secretary General of GCI expressed the aim of the project as to increase the number
and range of brands in Gaziantep. Moreover, “Brand City Gaziantep” was indicated as a
motto and a target for the city to be reached. More to that, the Secretary General also
mentioned that the current awareness on branding in Gaziantep was succeeded by means
of this initial project. To this aim, the vision of the project has been defined in strategy
report below.
To provide a structure for Gaziantep that will ensure more added value than the
production of intermediate goods and increase competitive power through
mobilizing the potential of entrepreneurs and large production power and make it
sustainable (GCI, 2003, p. 10)

In line with the major aims and the vision of the project, GCI has taken particular actions
to support its members about branding. In this context, training programs and seminars
were organized on intellectual property rights and an information office was opened at
the Chamber to provide its members with necessary information and supportive actions
(GCI, 2003).

The target groups of the project have been defined in 2 main groups; the local ones within
Gaziantep and the external ones that are located outside Gaziantep. The targets that the
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project emphasizes for the two partners are as follows:

For local partners; to create higher added value;
For external partners; easy and profitable investment, quality products and high
gain (GCI, 2003).

In collaboration of both major partners, the project thus aimed:

To make the city a trademark-rich city in the near future by both providing
guidance to the local investors of Gaziantep and attracting new investors from
outside to the city on national and international scale, to create new national
trademarks, to influence the neighboring cities positively, to be a model for the
development of the country and region (GCI, 2003, p. 11).

6.1.1.3. Image Formulation

The project considered an image making and formulation process for Gaziantep. As
expected, the city image was intended to be based on industry. This seems plausible when
the results of a questionnaire survey made by the GCI are considered.

The questionnaire survey asked participants what the most important brand of Gaziantep
is. The graph below indicates the options and their response rates.9

As can be seen from the graph, the major theme for city brand or image appears as the
industry. Also, the pistachio and baklava have received considerable responses.

9

http://www.markasehir.com/
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Figure 8: What is the most important brand of Gaziantep?

So, industry and gastronomy are the two main local brand assets for Gaziantep. One
interesting result is that baklava has been evaluated as a distinct item alongside the
Gaziantep cuisine; baklava appeared as a certain and a single category. Gaziantep has
been selected as a creative city with its cuisine, yet the responses favoring city’s cuisine
is very low. There seems to be a perception that baklava and pistachio are the driving
forces of the city’s cuisine and they might be the reasons of the selection of the city as a
creative city by the UCCN.

In the GCI website10, it has been stated that “Gaziantep manufacturing industry has been
the most dynamic industrial power in the region with its qualified personnel structure and
experience accumulation from the power. As a general structure, it is noteworthy that in
addition to small workshops and factories, the large facilities are numerous in number,
capacity and employment. In many sectors of industry in Gaziantep is the most important
production center in Turkey.

10

https://gso.org.tr/en/general-page/the-industry-of-gaziantep/industrial-structure53.html
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Moreover, series of informative activities were realized like panel, informative video
film, website, yahoo mail group composed of chambers, associations, civil society
organization, businesspeople and like, brochures, banners, press releases. Presentation in
2nd Industry Congress organized by İstanbul Chamber of Industry entitled as “Successful
Regional Development Examples: Experience of Gaziantep”, opened a stand to promote
Brand City Gaziantep in 3rd Industry Congress as well to constitute and strength the city
image (GCI, 2003).

Also, the logo of the city was produced for the first time in Turkey to present the
companies from Turkey. Turkish Patent and Trademark Office was approved the logo as
well.

Figure 9: Trademark City Gaziantep Project's Logo

Secretary General of GCI stated that powerful brands should have a logo. Therefore, best
examples and powerful logos of brand cities in the world were examined and, the first
city logo was designed. He informed that the companies/factories want to use this logo
firstly apply to chamber of industry and signed a written engagement indicating their
products have been produced according to standards of the Chamber. It enables the
standardization of quality of products, as well.
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6.1.2. Gaziantep Governorate

Moreover, the second effort of Gaziantep in terms of city branding can be associated with
the TST 2023. The city branding strategy of Gaziantep has been prepared as Action Plan
of Brand City Gaziantep on Culture and 2010-2014.

The plan has 5 main aims and 27 necessary actions taken for realizing those aims. The
five main aims; constituting a brand city image of Gaziantep; increasing the tourism
awareness at local level; providing and strengthening infrastructure for tourism and
culture; promoting historical and cultural structure of Gaziantep at national and
international levels; including the cultural heritage of Gaziantep to city tourism. Sources
of funds have been provided by Ministry of Culture and Tourism, Gaziantep
Governorship, Chamber of Industry, Gaziantep District Governorship, municipalities,
Gaziantep University, İŞKUR and indicative fund is 42.560,000.00 TL.

6.1.3. Gaziantep Metropolitan Municipality

The third initiative of city branding in Gaziantep has been launched under the leadership
of Gaziantep Metropolitan Municipality in 2015. The project entitled as “Gaziantep:
Turkey’s Masterly People” with respect to image and identity formulation of the city. It
has been conducted and implemented by a private branding and advertising agency; I
Mean It. They state that “I Mean It was hired to pronounce, protect and promote the
culture of the city of Gaziantep” in their website. Although this was the famous initiative
of city branding in Gaziantep, due to criticisms and obstacles presented below, the project
could not be completed as it is planned and sustained.
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6.1.3.1. Motivations Behind the Project Formation

Branding of Gaziantep was discussed in Gaziantep City Council according to a minute of
meeting held in 19 December 2014. The vision of EU and Foreign Affairs Working Group
of the City Council was indicated as making Gaziantep a secure- brand city by
emphasizing the cultural heritage of the city. There is no further information about the
project and its sustainability in website of Gaziantep City Council; yet, they have utilized
the logo produced under this project in the website. Therefore, it can be considered that
the mentioned minutes was one of the evolution phases of this initiative.

Moreover, the two of the contact persons in this research have taken part in development
of the project and worked as project writers in the department of Foreign Affairs in
Gaziantep Metropolitan Municipality. According to them, Gaziantep is an entrepreneurial
city implementing active strategies to increase the competitiveness of its own areas in the
global world and giving importance the cooperation of public-private sector and other
key stakeholders constituting the city. Also, the success of Gaziantep has based on the
cooperation of all institutions acting together and making efforts in the studies conducted
in the city. They maintain that when we look at Gaziantep, with its economy, history,
culture and gastronomy, it takes certain steps towards becoming an entrepreneurial city.
They state that if you do not have strengths and powerful brands, it is impossible to take
part in the big world market and have a word as well.

Furthermore, they state the needs assessment analysis has been conducted during project
development; additionally, objectives were identified. They strongly emphasize that the
city branding could not be initiated by the Municipality or any other single public
institution. In addition, a synergy by acting with local sense of ownership has been created
and this process was started with the all stakeholders constituting the city
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6.1.3.2. Project Implementation

It should be emphasized that there is not sufficient and available information about the
project in terms of preparation, implementation and effects. Most of the information
presented here have been obtained by means of the meetings or contacts with people
representing the related institutions.

Project coordinator Ms. Hayrülnisa Gül, from Gaziantep Metropolitan Municipality,
mentioned that there was a committee, included representatives of chambers, opinion
leaders, local authorities, associations, and like, was responsible for determining city
branding strategy, its implications, city image formulation and like. She indicated that
there was even a folk-dance association and they had contributed to design sound logo of
Gaziantep especially. The main reason of formulation of this committee was to present
all related institutions of the city in this project according to her. As it mentioned, the
analysis in the field was conducted by the private agency, I Mean IT. She underlined that
committee was reached the decision about the branding strategies or image formulation
under the guidance of the agency.

The campaign was started on research of Gaziantep by the agency. To include the people
living in Gaziantep, major stakeholders, representatives of local government, chamber of
industry, board of tourism into the decision-making process, in-depth interviews were
conducted. In addition to providing invaluable insight, the interviews also served as a tool
to make people that they were involved in shaping the desired future state of the city.

6.1.3.3. Image Formulation

Within the scope of the campaign, in-depth interviews with 32 opinion leaders had been
conducted to explore “problems, opportunities and dreams”11. As a result, there has been

11

https://www.imeanit.com/portfolio/masterly-people-of-gaziantep/
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a need for new story about Gaziantep. Gaziantep Metropolitan Municipality states that
branding efforts have focused on tourism, increase of investments and development of
city culture.

The campaign states that “Gaziantep is not a city it is a productive mindset!”12. Branding
works aim at showing the target groups that Gaziantep is a city which reflects the power
of Mesopotamia, it is the first and only gastronomy city of Turkey, it is one of the oldest
cities of the world, it is the city of architectural beauties, and it is a child-friendly city.
The branding efforts carried out for the identified goals and main themes were essentially
built on a promotion strategy and predominantly aimed at reaching a branding goal that
is developed by a communications campaign (Özdemir B. P., 2018). In that sense, it can
be said that while the first initiative of GCI focused on the attracting investment,
increasing exports and trademark registrations, this project has more comprehensive
focus of the brand image formulation. As it is stated, brand image formulation should be
based on both the unique and competitive features of the city and aim of the project.

Formulation of brand image has great significance. Gaziantep’s brand city concept can
be described with its strong history, rich cultural heritage, production power and
magnificent gastronomy. With an internet search, the only available outputs of the project
could be reached is the video films and press release published by Gaziantep Metropolitan
Municipality. In the video films, the main emphasize has not been on just gastronomy but
textile, pistachio, houses, coppersmith and cuisine of Gaziantep.

It has been stated that there were three objectives of the project to make Gaziantep a
tourism center, increase living conditions, attract the businesspeople of Gaziantep to
create global brands. In order to realize the project objectives, the positioning and
inclusive idea was the mastery.

12

https://www.imeanit.com/portfolio/masterly-people-of-gaziantep/
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Since the city branding can be considered as managing perception of the consumers,
promotional and communication activities should be mattered. To realize the objectives
of the project and manage perception of the city in the people’s mind, they have been
implemented like launching the website, organizing the events, advertisements,
publishing press releases and so on. By means of the promotional materials and
communication strategies, perception of the consumer has been tried to be directed the
brand image of Gaziantep, towards “Masterly People”. As stated, mentioned outputs
except videos could not be reached in the internet. Yet, Ms. Hayrilnüsa Demir, Media and
Communication Brand Manager at Gaziantep Metropolitan Municipality shared
corporate identity document and leaflet with me. What they call as corporate identity is
the explanation of the design and usage of the logo. In that sense, attributing branding
character to the city and similarities between corporate brand and city brand have been
implied. However, corporate identity formulation could not be completed by the agency
due to criticism upon the project.

The logo was designed for Gaziantep to create a public face for the new brand. The design
chosen a metaphor representing the productivity and unity of people of Gaziantep. Also,
sound logo (children, orchestral, ringtone, folkloric versions) was produced to be utilized
in airport terminal, public transportation buses, municipal call centers and local chamber
dial lines.

The figure 10 indicates the different versions of the logo. Various areas were represented
with different icons and colors such as gastronomy, baklava, chamber of industry,
pistachios, museums, transportation, gardens and so on. Nevertheless, like the chaos of
the concepts, utilization of the logos has not maintained with any standardization. Logos
of GCI and these icons were utilized together, and this led to confusion of which one is
the logo of Gaziantep. For instance, in Democracy Park, located in the city center, there
is a 3-D logo enabling people to take photograph like New York or Amsterdam. However,
the slogan and 3-D logo of New York and Amsterdam is the same; “I love NY” and “I
Amsterdam”. At least, it should have written the font produced under the project.
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Figure 10:Different Versions of Gaziantep's Logo

6.1.3.4. Project Budget

There is no sufficient information about the budget of the project in the website of
Municipality; however, they state that this project has been funded with the grant
provided by Silkroad Development Agency. An expert from the Silkroad Development
Agency states that part of the project has been funded by themselves. He states that since
the beneficiary and owner of the project is Gaziantep Metropolitan Municipality, the only
information that they can share is stated below via table.

Project

Preparation of Feasibility Report of Global Brand City Gaziantep

Beneficiary Ins.

Gaziantep Metropolitan Municipality

Grant Prog.

2015 -CMDP (Programme of Supporting Attraction Center)

Project Budget

786.542,28 TL

Table 1: Project Budget

In that case, supporting attraction centers including 12 city centers, Malatya, Elazığ,
Erzurum, and Van in East Anatolia; Gaziantep, Diyarbakır and Şanlıurfa in Southest
Anatolia, Samsun and Trabzon in Black sea and Konya, Kayseri and Sivas in Middle
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Anatolia Regions should be discussed. Approximately 100 million TL was planned to be
granted from central budget for each city center to implement the selected project in only
city centers. Mentioned program was prepared in the 9th National Development Plan term
and has still been carried out since 2010 with the coordination of local actors of Regional
Development Agencies in the cities (Toy & Gündüz, 2016).

Each development agency should present the monitoring report of the attraction center
including realization of technical and financial implications, challenges, risk assumptions
and like to former Ministry of Development. However, no monitoring report could be
reached within the scope Gaziantep.

6.2. Discussion of Main Tracks of City Branding Initiatives of Gaziantep

As mentioned in the measurement of city branding section, Braun propose that
implementation of city branding have been included in the urban governance by saying it
is both political and administrative process due to its nature. He identified 8 main factors
as hypotheses related to success of city branding implementation (Braun, 2011).

In this section, main tracks of city branding initiatives of Gaziantep have been discussed
with respect to those hypotheses. Since Gaziantep Metropolitan Municipality’s project is
a continuation of Gaziantep Chamber of Industry’s, they have been evaluated together to
grasp a comprehensive picture of city branding in Gaziantep.

The first hypothesis deals with the majority view on the meaning of city branding. In
other words, consensus on the interpretation of city branding by political leaderships,
decision makers have provided successful implementation of the city branding. It has
been indicated as a shared majority view on the interpretation of city branding among the
city’s political leadership and other city decision-makers positively affect putting city
branding into practice (Braun, 2011, p. 261).
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There are various definitions and approaches of city branding. Therefore, the people
responsibling for the implementation of city branding like decision-makers, political
leaderships and like should have a shared majority view on the interpretation of city
branding.

Gaziantep Chamber of Industry and Gaziantep Metropolitan Municipality are two
prominent actors of the city branding initiatives in Gaziantep. Although they have
different image formulation of Gaziantep, they have a shared view on the interpretation
of city branding since they have applied similar methods including logo production, indepth interviews and like to create city brand.

Although it has been said that the project by GCI was successful and considered as the
first city branding project in Turkey, it should be examined in terms of city branding
strategies. Though all cities have different and unique features, it would not be wrong to
claim that image formulation of the city is a multidimensional process. In this project, the
only dimension utilized for branding is industry; in specifically trademark registrations.
Other strong features of the city were not taken into consideration. Due to aim of the
project mentioned above, image formulation of Gaziantep has been based upon the
industry. Rise of registered brands in Gaziantep alone cannot indicate the city branding
effort of Gaziantep. Nevertheless, although the project has been open to discussion, it has
significance; in the sense that this is the first project utilized city branding concept in
Turkey and has taken attraction of other chambers of industry in Turkey (Özkul, 2017).

In brief, image formulation based on the manufacturing industry as a component of city
branding strategy should be discussed. As it is proposed, city branding is a neoliberal
instrument and its tools and components have neoliberal essences as well. Image
formulation and constituting brand identity are the crucial steps for city branding. On the
other hand, as stated in the previous chapters, there has been a transformation from
manufacturing economy to the service sector due to free flow of capital, international
investments and like. Yet, the industry utilized in the image formulation has based on
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manufacturing. Although there have been attempts to make industry more creative,
information-communication technologies based, the powerful notion of the industry is
still manufacturing. Therefore, it can be proposed that even though this initiative as a
Trademark City Gaziantep Project aims the Gaziantep as a brand city and have
promotional efforts by emphasizing mainly trademark and industry, can be considered as
a problematic by its nature in neoliberal terms.

Moreover, “Gaziantep: Turkey’s Masterly People” project has more comprehensive
image formulation. It tried to cover all unique features of Gaziantep. Furthermore, the
most important deficiency of this project may be the lack of public opinion when creating
a city image and establishing a branding strategy. Although the opinions of the
stakeholders in the board and the city were taken, the strategy has been determined under
the guidance of the private branding agency.

Although they shared the similar view on city branding, it should be emphasized that city
branding is not simply constituted of communication and promotion activities but rather
it is an economic, administrative, social, and cultural restructuring process.

The second hypothesis deals with mainly the political priorities of the city and proposes
that “including city branding objectives in the political priorities, programme and longterm city vision has a positive effect on putting city branding into practice” (Braun, 2011,
p. 262). Setting city branding objectives as a long-term vision and one of the political
priorities have contributed to city branding in various positive ways. In that sense, city
branding has been positioned with the other city policies. Also, proposing city branding
objectives by elected local representatives have secured the position of branding and not
to perceived as an outsider competing other city policies (Braun, 2011).

When TST 2023 considered, it can be clearly said that city branding has been adopted as
a vision for cities by the government in the lights of the information. Gaziantep, as one
of the brand cities determined in TST 2023, prepared the action plan for branding as well.
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Moreover, the initiatives of Gaziantep Chamber of Industry realized in 2003 sustained by
the Gaziantep Metropolitan Municipality in 2015. This efforts since 2003 reveals that city
branding was set up as a vision for Gaziantep. Additionally, brand city Gaziantep as a
statement has been utilized in official reports of local institutions especially in the
metropolitan municipality.

Nevertheless, these initiatives should be discussed with respect to sustainability. One of
the main reasons why city branding initiatives have not maintained is related to
sustainability. As project coordinator Ms. Hayrülnisa Gül stated, after criticisms,
implementation of the project was terminated. Nevertheless, it can be proposed that these
initiatives have contributed to development of other competition mechanisms like
creative city and smart city.

The third hypothesis claims that unambiguous political responsibility for city branding
increases the chance of successful implementation of city branding (Braun, 2011, p. 262).
If the political responsibility for the city branding is clearly indicated, this strength the
position of city in the face of other city policies.

Significance of leadership has been highlighted by prominent scholars like Van der Berg,
Braun (1999) and Rainisto (2003) with respect to success of city branding. Braun states
that who is the responsible for city branding depends on the political structure of the city.
In that sense, Position of the city branding in other city policies affect the success of the
city branding implementation (Braun, 2011).

There have been various criticisms to the city branding project launched by Gaziantep
Metropolitan Municipality. The main actor of the criticisms is the private branding
agency, called as I Mean IT. For instance, there was a kick-off event organized for
promoting the project on 8 February 2016 at Gaziantep University. Ms. Hayrülnisa Gül
stated that the presentation of the project and introduction of the logo were provided by
Ms. Emrah Yücel, owner of I Mean IT. It can be proposed that criticisms of the project
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were accelerated since the project was introduced by the private branding agency. It
implies that ownership of the project was the private agency; however, this project was
constituted by Gaziantep City Council, Gaziantep Chamber of Industry and other
important stakeholders and implemented by Gaziantep Metropolitan Municipality.

Figure 11: Launching Event of City Branding Project of GMM

Figure 12: Emrah Yücel: Launching Event of City Branding Project of GMM
The fourth hypothesis is that “adequate stakeholder management affects the
implementation of a city branding strategy positively (Braun, 2011, p. 263). Braun
proposes that city branding is a networking process where public and private stakeholders
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cooperated. More to that, he proposes “City brand management is very much stakeholder
management” (Braun, 2011, p. 264). In other words, city branding is a process all
stakeholders, local government, universities, trade associations, private stakeholders
constituting the city should work together.

In case of Gaziantep city, when the responsible institutions have been analyzed, it can be
claimed that the action plan was not prepared as proposed in TST 2023 considering
partnership of public and private sector. Although the private sector was not considered,
the responsible institutions have been the integral part of the city. On the other hand, the
only available information about the plan is the plan itself; no implementation or
methodology document were published on the website. It shows that there has been an
action plan developed in line with the requirement of TST 2023, yet, it has not been
implemented.

Moreover, contacts were established to examine participation of integral part of the city
into the city branding processes in Gaziantep. UCTEA Chamber of Mechanical Engineers
in Gaziantep stated that there were 2 symposiums conducted in collaboration with
Gaziantep Chamber of Industry about branding in 2005 and 2007. Although their main
focus was the branding in production terms, there was a session entitled as Branding and
the City. In that session, perceiving cities as brands, effective factors of city branding,
characteristics of strong city image were discussed. However, they state that there is no
active involvement of the decision-making process of city branding project in 2015 done
by Gaziantep Metropolitan Municipality.

Also, Gaziantep representative from Chamber of City Planners indicated that although he
is a member of Gaziantep City Council as well, there is no active involvement of the
project by himself. He mentioned that the basis of the project was not developed
appropriately. He stated that Industry of Gaziantep is not based on the creative principles;
therefore, the image formulation of the city was maintained in a wrong way. Moreover,
he underlined that the institutions constituting the city and citizen may unnoticed some
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important features, therefore, the collaboration with a private and professional agency is
important; yet, the whole strategy could not be made by this agency.

Gaziantep Chambers of Architectures representative states that city branding as a concept
is a problematic issue since cities and products are very different entities. Yet, he
underlined that if image formulation of the city is based on the industry and gastronomy,
there is need for development with these respects. Developments and investments in the
gastronomy can be considered as easier than the industry in specifically by means of the
UCCN. However, if you do not invest in industry, what will be promoted as a city image
is an important question. Therefore, only analyzing the image of the city and promoting
it with promotional activities could not maintain a coherent city branding strategy of
Gaziantep.

Furthermore, representative from Chambers of Civil Engineers state that this process
should be sustained with a participatory understanding. We do not engage with the
branding project.

The fifth hypothesis is that “putting city branding into practice requires that city branding
is genuine and credible” (Braun, 2011, p. 264).

It concerns specific choices made regarding the city brand and the process of
building the city brand. It deals with the authenticity of the city branding effort. Is
the city branding genuine and credible? The choices made for the substance of the
brand could make or break the city brand (Braun, 2011, p. 264)

Braun gives reference to Kavaratzis (2008) and says that perception of the city has
provided not only by promotional activities and campaigns as Kavaratzis called
secondary communication but also by infrastructure, organizational structure and
landscape as Kavaratzis call primary communication. Therefore, there should not be gap
between primary and secondary communication to have effective city branding; tertiary
communication. (Braun, 2011)
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There were lots of criticisms to the city branding initiative by Gaziantep Metropolitan
Municipality especially about the budget and logo produced. Thereupon, Gaziantep
Metropolitan Municipality published a press release on their website April 2016 to
explain that the project budget was utilized for constituting the brand identity for
Gaziantep. It has been published with respect to the news about the budget of the project
by saying it is too much to design a logo in general. The Municipality stated in the press
release city branding project is a need in global era and this project has been conducted
with Gaziantep Governorship, Gaziantep Metropolitan Municipality, chambers of
industry and trade, and other key stakeholders.

The press release indicates that as a result of the comprehensive research, website and
social media account specific to the brand city identity, 1 general launch film including a
total of 6 commercial films 5 themes on pistachio, copper, handcrafted, cuisine,
architecture; sound logo alternatives, 2 website designs, newspaper and brochure designs
with Turkish and English. Moreover, it has been stated that it has been decided with a
common mind to make such a film and logo and the competence of the products like
pistachio, baklava, zoo, kebab, handicrafts, organic symbols, important values of the city,
to be introduced for the national and international fields.

However, excepts videos, logo designs and visuals, the outputs of the project mentioned
above could not be reached. Ms. Hayrülnisa Gül states that most of the outputs could not
be finalized due to criticisms.

One of Gaziantep deputies, Mr. Akif Ekici raised a written question to the parliament
about city branding project of Gaziantep. In brief, the written question is about the
tendering procedure of the project. It asks why the tendering procedure was based on
negotiation. Also, the legislation enabling the negotiation procedure states that tendering
process will be realized with negotiation in case of natural disaster, epidemic illnesses,
loss of life and property.
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In addition, what was the situation in Gaziantep enabling negotiation in tendering process
could not be foreseen by Gaziantep Metropolitan Municipality. These questions were not
answered by the parliament.

In this respect, questioning the tendering procedure made credibility and genuineness
main issues. Apart from the tendering procedure, formulating city image and constituting
city branding strategy for a city by a private branding agency should be examined in terms
of legitimacy. City branding elaborated as a neoliberal instrument, enabled the
cooperation of private and public stakeholders by nature. However, it would not be wrong
to state that private branding agency I Mean IT came into prominence than other
important stakeholders. This also damaged the credibility and genuineness of the city
branding initiative of Gaziantep Metropolitan Municipality.

Image of the city has great importance in formulation of the branding strategies. This
question should be raised: Does a private branding agency have a legitimacy for
formulating city image? City branding is one of the marketing strategies in broader sense.
Therefore, there has been a need for professional expertise. Nevertheless, strategy and
formulation of city image and brand identity of the city should not have been maintained
by the private agency. Instead, role of the private agency should be the consultant and
implementer of the project.

Moreover, other outstanding and widespread criticism was about the logo of Gaziantep.
The general perception of the people according to the local news, the project budget was
spent for the production of logo, available in the public stock image website at very
minimum cost. Upon the criticisms, the owner of the private agency Mr. Emrah Yücel
made an explanation indicating the project was won by tender process.

“A combination of umbrella branding for all target audiences with sub-brands for
particular city customers group affects the implementation of city branding positively”
(Braun, 2011, p. 265). This is what sixth hypothesis is.
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All people and organizations are considered by the umbrella city branding as potential
customers. According to Van den Berg and Braun, there are four main target group in the
city; residents, companies, visitors and investors. They are crucial for the successful
implementation of city branding. In that sense, cities could engage with mentioned
various target groups by means of the sub-brands in a more effective way. He gives
differences efforts for attracting inward investment and destination branding in
Amsterdam as a successful example (Braun, 2011).

In that sense, it can be proposed that there is a strong relationship between the image
formulation and target groups. This relationship also gives clues whether there is an
umbrella branding strategy has been utilized.

Gaziantep Chamber of Industry formulated target groups as local and external partners as
indicated. Their target group formulation was based on attracting investment and creating
higher added value to the products. Other main groups were excluded in this formulation.
Moreover, although image formulation of Gaziantep Metropolitan Municipality is more
comprehensive, residents were not considered as much as visitors. This affected the
success of implementation of city branding.

Moreover, there were two different image formulation in the same year, 2015 in
Gaziantep. The first one emphasized the productivity and masterly people of Gaziantep
with many respects, and the second of which was formulated Gaziantep as a gastronomy
city. Interurban competition and neoliberalism have been added newly emerged concepts
or cities. They all can be considered as the efforts to manage this competition and
maintain its existence in the market. Gaziantep has also experienced this concept chaos
so as to manage interurban competition.
Another is “The implementation of city branding is stimulated by co-branding the city
with successful brands in the city of companies, institutions, events and people” (Braun,
2011, pp. 264-265). Cities need to work with sub-brands for particular target audiences
to be more effective. Successful brands within the city can be used to strengthen the city
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brand. The idea is similar to co-branding where marketers try to transfer the positive
associations of one co-branding partner to the other. In case of city branding, examples
could be a university, an international successful football club, a museum, or any other
company, individual or institution with a positive and reliable reputation (Braun, 2011).

In the case of Gaziantep, two international gastronomy festival were organized within the
scope of UCCN action plan of Gaziantep on 20-22 September 2018 and 12-15 September
2019. These events have brought together prominent people from the field of gastronomy
from various locations into Gaziantep. It can be proposed that there have been various
reasons gastronomy city image formulation has been successful comparing to city
branding project. One of the crucial reasons is based on the idea that “better image,
reputation or brand must be earned and cannot be invented or constructed” (Anholt, 2008,
p. 2). For instance, New York is one of the successful brand cities in the world is
successful because of the city not just because of the “I Love New York” campaign. In
Gaziantep, when deniable and magnificent power of gastronomy was used in the image
formulation, it has been built upon the solid ground. Of course, masterly people and idea
of productivity in Gaziantep have strong roots and implications, they are not powerful
enough to enable competition as uniqueness of the city. Moreover, Ms. Hayrülnisa Gül
informed that entering UCCN was not finalized during the image formulation of city
branding project. Therefore, they have two crucial attempts for not basing the image
formulation of Gaziantep on the gastronomy. Since there was a possibility of refusing of
UCCN, they have tried to make an alternative tool to for the competition as masterly
people and idea of productivity. Moreover, gastronomy was utilized as a tool to
emphasize other crucial but underestimated features of the city. It can be said that cobranding strategy was not used effectively in Gaziantep.

The last one is “Putting city branding into practice requires striking a balance between
a distinctive focus for the city brand and wider support in the city’s communities” (Braun,
2011, p. 265). This hypothesis put forwards the problematic issue of the city branding
about distinctiveness. Formulation of the city image should be distinctive to compete
other cities. Moreover, there is strong need for involving relevant stakeholder to the
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formulation and implementation processes in order to achieve successful city branding.
On the one hand, there is a risk of undifferentiated city brand formulation. On the other,
constituting distinctive city branding strategy with a small number of experts endangers
the support for city’s branding initiative. In this respect, city branding should be provided
as a “balancing act” between these two important aspects (Braun, 2011).

The information provided by the representatives of the institutions contacted clearly
indicates that residents and related stakeholders were not completely included in the city
branding formation and implementation in Gaziantep. As indicated by Braun, there is not
enough support for the city branding initiative since they could not involve to the process.
The initiative of Gaziantep Metropolitan Municipality indicates the importance of balance
between constituting distinctive focus and including all related stakeholders.

Apart from the hypotheses, when main tracks of city branding initiatives in Gaziantep
considered, the origin of the funds should be taken into consideration to discuss its
neoliberal nature. Although one of the main ideas of neoliberalism is the withdrawal of
the state, there is of course differences between ideology and implementation of
neoliberalism. Neoliberalism has depended its basis upon a utopia, market freed from the
interventions. However, neoliberal restructuring projects produced within the national,
regional and local contexts, have necessarily and inevitable embedded in the inherited
institutions, policies, and like. This path-dependency character of neoliberalism between
neoliberal structuring projects and inherited institutions has been defined by proposing a
concept by Brenner, Theodore, and Tickell as “actually existing neoliberalism” (Brenner
& Theodore, 2002). In other words, there have been differences between the neoliberal
ideology and implications and effects of neoliberalism.

Whereas neoliberal ideology implies that self-regulating markets will generate an
optimal allocation of investments and resources, neoliberal political practice has
generated pervasive market failures, new forms of social polarization, and a
dramatic intensification of uneven development at all spatial scales (Brenner &
Theodore, 2002, p. 352).
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Therefore, it can be obviously claimed that city branding initiatives have been funded by
the government but with respect to neoliberal terms. It can be said that the city branding
initiatives of Gaziantep have been funded by the central government except Trademark
City Gaziantep project but in an indirect way by promoting local governments to compete
by differentiating themselves and creating thematic areas like. In addition, city branding
evolved and implemented as a neoliberal instrument in Gaziantep to achieve interurban
competition.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION

7.1. Summary of the Findings

The main argument of the thesis is that city branding is a neoliberal instrument and it
helps manage the competition among cities by giving emphasis on priorities of
globalization and neoliberalism. Throughout the thesis, first globalization and
neoliberalism concepts have been discussed in a theoretical manner, which is then
followed by the evaluation of the effects of globalization and neoliberalism on Turkey.
Moreover, the thesis aimed to find out the relationship between neoliberalism and city
branding initiatives based on the case study of Gaziantep.

Due to free movement of the capital; broadly speaking under the global economy, there
have been crucial consequences in not only economic but also social, politics, cultural
and administrative terms at both national and local levels. By means of the developments
of the information and communication technologies, borders of the world have started to
disappear, or at least come closer. Many institutions have indispensably connected to each
other and the competition among them has intensified. In that case, neoliberalism as a
framework should be mattered to analyse the globalization as a process and its effects
upon the nations, states and importantly cities.

The developments in “transport, communications and institutional support for global
capital had conspired to seemingly make places less important- less unique” (Cresswell,
2004, p. 54).
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The main idea of neoliberalism can be summarized as attributing commodifiable
character to everything and turning them into commodities available in the market to
compete with each other. To realize this objective, decentralization, state downsizing,
privatization, deregulation and competition have been utilized as the main tools of the
neoliberal economic transformation. The effects of which have been influential both in
national and local levels with many respects as mentioned.

The power and the legitimate use of power should be decentralized according to
neoliberalism. In other words, state should not be the end actor; instead, everything should
be engaged with the market. Therefore, there has been a withdrawal from state
intervention into many areas. The only and desired role of the state is considered as a
facilitator and making the conditions appropriate for market transactions.

Neoliberal ideology should consider economic relations with respect to its politically
constructed characteristics instead of dealing with state and market as opposing
institutions. Also, neoliberal policy implementation should not be based on the idea of
“one size fits all”. Instead, it should take different and specific institutional landscapes
and policy environments into consideration. Moreover, exact withdrawal of state has not
been the case in actually existing neoliberalism. Instead, there have been a need for
dominant state interferes dramatically so as to deal with consequences and contradictions
of neoliberal ideology (Brenner & Theodore, 2002).

In the present context, the key point is that politico-ideological shifts have emerged,
in significant measure, along a strongly path-dependent evolutionary trajectory:
while first deployed as a strategic response to the crisis of an earlier political
economic framework (Fordist-Keynesian capitalism), neoliberal policies were
internal to neoliberalism itself as a politico-regulatory project (Brenner &
Theodore, 2002, p. 362).

In that sense, it is proper to claim that essence of inherited institutions could not be
disappeared suddenly due to neoliberal restructuring projects. Yet, path-dependency
character should be considered. Neoliberalism is based upon the unequal developments
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and realized itself through unequal and uneven development. Therefore, it can be said
that uneven development of the place is the neutral essence of neoliberalism. They
propose that neoliberal urbanization has been achieved since cities have become the
centers of neoliberal policy initiatives, administrative restructuring projects, and strategic
targets of the political projects. In addition, cities have contributed to reproduction of
neoliberalism. Cities have had great significance in terms of roll-back strategies of
neoliberalism. More to that, local governments have focused on capitalist and marketoriented developments and commodification processes. On the other hand, economic
competition has been promoted and secured within administrative, societal and ecological
terms. (Brenner & Theodore, 2002)

The new situation of the cities has contributed to emergence of a new focus. This new
focus on economy and social life in the city had brought about increasing attractivity of
the city (Jansson & Power, 2006, p. 9). Due to innovative feature of the city, image
formulation has been changed and new urban renewal strategies have been developed.
The main aims of mentioned strategies to attract tourists, companies, investments,
capitals, and like. Thereby, cities should adopt themselves by applying some strategies to
manage competition.

Neoliberal programs have also been directly interiorized into urban policy regimes,
as newly formed territorial alliances attempt to rejuvenate local economies through
a shock treatment of deregulation, privatization, liberalization and enhances fiscal
austerity. In this context, cities- including their urban peripheries- have become
increasingly important geographical targets and institutional laboratories for a
variety of neoliberal policy experiments like place marketing (Brenner &
Theodore, 2002).

In addition to that, city branding is one of those strategies to manage inter-urban
competition, highlighting the competitive features of the city and enabling a competitivecommodifiable city image in the market. As shift from industrial economy to information
and communication technologies, there has been a shift from the city image to the brand
image. Brand image is thus constructed to manage the perception of consumers.
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Although the techniques of branding have been varied, they can be summarized as
investments in the built environment and infrastructure, identity-based activities, various
local events, flagship projects, planning strategies, urban development, advertising,
myths, slogans, logos and like. Barcelona is considered as one of the successful city
brands in the world since they have experienced the branding as a process and applied the
techniques mentioned above in a more integrated and planned form.

According to Brenner and Theodore, different types of neoliberal urbanization cannot
provide sustainable and coherent solutions to the dualities and contradictions of
contemporary capitalism. Instead, they should be considered as involving profound
contradictions of newly emerged types of neoliberal urbanization destabilized the
inherited institutions, policies and so on. Therefore, it can be proposed that new vision of
the cities, due to neoliberal agenda, could not come up with solutions needed for the actual
challenges of cities. It leads to an expanding gap between responsibilities delegated to
local governments and diminishing urban capacities; in addition to that, it brings about a
constant competition anxiety, accompanied by the search for the investment opportunities
and so-called development solutions for the cities. (Brenner & Theodore, 2002)

Turkey has also inevitably been affected by the neoliberal discourse in the late 1970s.
The governmental policy and the national approach have been changed towards
neoliberal reforms to internationalize Turkish economy during the initial years of the
1980s. Several developments have been examined in order to find out the effect of
neoliberalism on Turkey with a particular focus on city branding. The first one is the
examination of policy papers belonging the central government. Both 10th Development
Plan and Tourism Strategy of Turkey 2023 indicate that globalization is a fact and its
effects could not be denied. Therefore, both policy documents underlined the need for
increasing attractiveness of appropriate cities to be part of the global competition.
Although the methodology is missing in the papers, the effects of globalization and the
urge for the use of city branding as a neoliberal instrument is obviously indicated.
Moreover, at the national scale, alterations in the legislation indicates the new role of
cities as competitor, arena for investment, capital, and tourism. By those alterations in the
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legislation, it can be said that withdrawal of state could not be appeared directly, yet,
flexible mode of administration and production could be observed.

To examine the direct relationship between neoliberalism and city branding, in chapter 6,
the main tracks of city branding initiatives in Gaziantep have been explained and
discussed especially in terms of their success. In addition, neoliberal agenda of those
initiatives should be taken into consideration.

The city of Gaziantep has experienced the neoliberal restructuring before the city
branding initiatives started. Anatolian Tigers and engagement of Gaziantep industrialists
with the international markets from 1990s indicated that globalization have had an impact
on the city, especially in terms of industry sector. That’s why industrialists aimed to take
place in the international market. Also, due to the competition derived from mainly
globalization, there have been significant changes in the visions and responsibilities of
the local governments.

As mentioned, Gaziantep and particularly the Gaziantep Metropolitan Municipality has
shown great efforts to be included in the global market by entering into the international
and famous networks, hosting international events, attributing some famous and unique
characters to the city and so on. Therefore, it can be said that there have been efforts for
making Gaziantep as one of the competitive, powerful, favourite cities in the world.
Although city branding is the earliest effort, the remaining efforts like creative city and
smart city have been maintained as of today. By implementing those projects, public and
private partnerships have been conducted. More to that, city branding project of
Gaziantep Metropolitan Municipality was funded by the Regional Development Agency,
namely the Silk Road Development Agency, by a grant programme that aimed to support
attraction centers in Turkey. It can be said that central government, as a state policy,
supports the increase in attraction centers and city branding. Yet, there is a necessity for
building a project highlighting unique features of the city and attributing commodifiable
character to them in order to gain competitive city and benefit from the funds. Thus, the
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programme of supporting attraction centers in Turkey shows that these projects have been
evolved and implemented in neoliberal terms.

In chapter 6, success of the city branding initiatives has been discussed as well. It can be
clearly proposed that these projects could not be considered as successful; however, they
have contributed to the city image of Gaziantep. On the other hand, it is important to
underline that there are many crucial and vital challenges in Gaziantep like migration,
Syrian refugees, unregistered work, increase in the rents, traffic, air pollution and so on.

In that sense, city branding is a neoliberal instrument have not role in solving mentioned
problems. To put in a different way, if city branding initiatives are implemented in a
successful way, they might help improve the city image of Gaziantep and also may have
a positive effect on the economy of the city. However, if the city is insufficient in terms
of infrastructure, employment opportunities, tolerance, economy, cultural activities,
sensitivity to vital agendas like climate change, air pollution and like, the city branding
could remain simple as a neoliberal instrument and will make no significant contribution
despite the resources it consume.

In the lights of this information, it is claimed that city branding initiatives of Gaziantep
are implemented as neoliberal instruments and could not be maintained successfully. In
addition, attributing branding character to the city before solving the vital problems in the
city can be considered as one of the main clues of neoliberal agenda and reasons of the
unsustainability.

7.2. Further Remarks for Future Research

This thesis focuses on exploring city branding as a neoliberal instrument to manage the
global competition for the world’s cities. In order to make contribution to the literature,
main tracks of city branding initiatives in Gaziantep has been examined since it has rooted
in 2003, the oldest city branding initiative in Turkey.
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There is nothing new about places being promoted by those likely profit from their
development. What is new, however, is the conscious application of marketing
approaches by public planning agencies not just as an additional instrument for the
solution of intractable planning problems, but, increasingly, as a philosophy of
place management (Ashworth & Voogd, 1994, p. 39).
Also, having unique and powerful features does not necessarily mean that the city could
be branded. Therefore, these points raise the questions: How Turkish national and/or local
government determine the cities branding methodology applied? or City branding is a
neoliberal instrument appeared upon the decision of government, that is to say, should it
be implemented as a top to bottom instrument or not?

Therefore, future research should focus on the relationship between implementation and
formation of city branding upon other vital problems and challenges of the city in terms
of national and local government policies.
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APPENDICES

A. TÜRKÇE ÖZET/ TURKISH SUMMARY

Bu tezin temel argümanı, şehir markalaşmasının küreselleşme ve neoliberalizmin
önceliklerine vurgu yaparak şehirler arasındaki rekabeti yönetmeye yardımcı olan bir
neoliberal araç olduğudur. Tez boyunca, öncelikle küreselleşme ve neoliberalizm
kavramları teorik bir şekilde tartışılmış, ardından küreselleşme ve neoliberalizmin
Türkiye üzerindeki etkilerinin değerlendirilmesi takip edilmiştir. Ayrıca bu çalışma,
neoliberalizm ile kent markalaşma girişimleri arasındaki ilişkiyi Gaziantep'teki örnek
olay incelemesine dayanarak bulmayı amaçlamıştır.
Markalaşma pazarlama literatürüne ait olsa da yerlerin veya alanların güçlü yönlerini
ileriye taşımak için farklı yerlere veya alanlara atfedilmiştir. Örneğin, bir kişi internet
aramasıyla ziyaret edeceği bir şehre karar vermek isterse, tarihi ve sembolik yapılar ve
benzeri gibi ziyaret edilecek yerlerin bilgisini internetten elde edebilir. İnternette veya
diğer alanlarda belirli yerler hakkındaki bu bilgiler rastgele formüle edilmez; daha ziyade
stratejilere dayanırlar. Bu tür yönetim stratejileri son yıllarda kentsel gelişim ve
politikanın ana yönleri üzerinde oldukça etkilidir. Bu nedenle, kavram ve politika aracı
olarak kent markalaşması bu araştırmanın temel ilgisini oluşturmuştur.
İlk araştırma sorusu şöyledir: küreselleşme, küresel ekonomi ve şehir markalaşma
kavramları arasındaki ilişki nedir? İlgili olarak, ikinci soru ile şehir markalaşmasının
dünyadaki şehirler arasındaki rekabeti yönetmek için neoliberal bir araç olup olmadığı
tartışılmaktadır. Dünya hızla değişmektedir ve bu değişimin arkasındaki temel neden
teknolojik gelişmeler olarak kabul edilebilir. Sanayi ekonomisinden hizmet sektörüne
(bilgiye) dayalı ekonomiye dönüşüm, sermayenin hareketliliğinin artmasını sağlamıştır;
yani dünyayı tek ve büyük bir pazara dönüştürmüştür. Küreselleşme süreci tek ve sınırları
olmayan bir dünyayı vurguladığından, uluslar arasındaki bağımlılık ve etkileşim de ayrıca
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artmıştır. (Giddens, 2006). Bu anlamda neoliberalizm, bu dönüşümden kaynaklanan
krizlere bir çözüm olarak, kamu ve özel sektörün işbirliği, sivil toplumun karar alma
süreçlerine dahil edilmesi ve kamu politikaları için girişimci bir yaklaşım önermektedir.
Üçüncü araştırma sorusu şudur: kentsel markalaşma küresel ekonomi çağında kentsel
girişimcilik için bir araç mıdır? Kentsel ölçekte, şehirler küresel etkilere açık olduğundan,
dönüşüm süreci yeniden yapılanma sürecine neden olmuştur. (Hubbard, 1996) Yeniden
yapılanma süreci, kamu ve özel sektörün dünya ekonomisinde ekonomik, kültürel ve
sosyal açılardan varlıklarını sürdürmek, turist çekmek vb. için birlikte çalıştığı şehir
imajının yeniden formüle edilmesini göstermektedir. (Jansson & Power, 2006). Bu imaj
formülasyonu için metodolojik yönetim araçları gerekmektedir. Şehrin logosunun
tasarlanması, yaşam kalitesinin artırılması veya dijital reklamların yayınlanması bir
strateji olmadan etkili olmamıştır. Bu nedenle, belirtilen yollarla şehir markalaşmasının
kentsel girişimcilik için bir araç olduğu iddia edilmektedir.
Dördüncü araştırma sorusu küreselleşme ve neoliberalizmin Türkiye'de nasıl etkili
olduğunu ve Türk ulusal ve yerel yönetimlerin şehir markalaşma kavramını nasıl
anladığını ve uyguladığını irdelemektedir. Türkiye de dünyadaki neoliberal küresel
dönüşümden etkilenmiştir. Küresel ölçekte olduğu gibi, bu da Türkiye'de birçok açıdan
kurum ve kuruluşların yeniden yapılandırılmasına yol açmıştır. Yüksek sermaye
hareketliliğinin küresel etkileri artırması nedeniyle, yerel yönetim temsilcileri kendilerini
uluslararası pazarlardaki rekabete uyum sağlamanın yeni yollarını arayacak bir
pozisyonda bulmuşlardır. Bu anlamda, merkezi yönetim tarafından geliştirilen politika
belgeleri, Türkiye'nin kent markalaşması konusundaki bakış açısını anlamak için oldukça
faydalı olmuştur. Ayrıca araştırmanın dördüncü sorusuna cevap vermek için 10.
Kalkınma Planı ve Turizm Stratejisi 2023 de incelenmiştir. İncelenen politika belgeleri
küresel ölçekte şehirler arasındaki rekabetini ele almaları yönünden oldukça önemlidir.
Bu belgelerde yapılan başlıca vurgu, Türkiye’deki şehirleri turizm ve diğer yatırımlar için
cazibe noktaları haline getirmektir. Ayrıca, Türkiye'nin turizm stratejisi, kamu ve özel
sektör arasındaki işbirliğine özel önem verilerek turizm faaliyetlerinin arttırılması için bir
yol haritası olarak düşünülebilir.
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Beşinci araştırma sorusu Gaziantep'in kent markalaşma girişimlerinin ana izlerini
açıklamayı ve keşfetmeyi amaçlamaktadır. Gaziantep, Türkiye'de şehir markalaşmasının
uygulanmasını analiz etmek için bir vaka çalışması olarak seçilmiştir. Ayrıca Gaziantep,
Türkiye'de şehir markalaşma stratejisini uygulayan ilk şehirdir. Türkiye Turizm Strateji
2023’te de marka şehir olması yönünde işaret edilen şehirlerden bir tanesidir. Vaka
çalışması için Gaziantep Sanayi Odası, Gaziantep Büyükşehir Belediyesi, Gaziantep
Makine Mühendisleri Odası, Gaziantep Mimarlar Odası, Gaziantep Şehir Plancıları Odası
gibi önemli kurumların temsilcileriyle görüşmeler yapılmıştır.
Altıncı ve yedinci araştırma soruları, Türkiye’deki şehirlerin özellikle Gaziantep özelinde
şehir markalaşma stratejilerini tartışmaktadır. Bu sorularla küreselleşme ve neoliberal
gündemin Türkiye'ye ulusal ve yerel ölçekte etkilerinin neler olduğu ve kentsel
markalaşma girişimleri kentsel rekabeti yönetmek için neoliberal bir araç olarak nasıl
kullanıldığı irdelenmektedir. Ayrıca, kentsel markalaşma girişimlerinin neoliberal
ideolojinin uygulama biçimiyle hangi açılardan örtüştüğü ve kentin diğer problemlerinin
karşısında kentsel markalaşmanın yeri de bu sorularla ilgili bölümlerde tartışılmıştır.

Neoliberal politikalar için önemli olan, dünya sahnesindeki rekabet güçleridir. David
Harvey'in makalesinde belirttiği gibi, iktidar zaten ekonomik gücü olan kişilere değil
sınıfa verilir. Burada neoliberal politikalarla yeni sektörlerin ortaya çıktığı söylenebilir.
Şehir markalaşması bunlardan biridir (Harvey, 1989). Şehir kültürünün, şehir kimliğinin
veya genel olarak ulus markalaşma fikrinin metalaşması, küreselleşmenin sonuçlarından
biridir.
Şehir imajından marka imajına geçiş, öznel ve neoliberal bir süreç olarak düşünülebilir.
Markalaşma karakterini şehir imajına atfetmek, şehir imajının piyasada bulunan bir meta
haline gelmesi demektir. Lynch'in belirttiği gibi, şehir imajı öznel bir varlıktır, çünkü hem
şehrin kendisini hem de şehrin insanlar tarafından tanınmasını ima eder. (Lynch, 1960)
Kentin marka imajı, yeniden yapılanma süreci, tanıtım faaliyetleri, özel ve kamu
sektörlerinin işbirliği, yerel yönetimin kolaylaştırıcı rolü, pazardaki rekabet gibi ana
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unsurları mutlaka neoliberalizmle ilişkilidir. Sermayenin serbest dolaşımı nedeniyle önce
uluslar ve daha sonra şehirler arasındaki rekabet sahneye çıkmıştır. Küreselleşmenin
sadece ekonomi üzerindeki etkisini değil, yaşamın diğer yönlerini de anlamak için
neoliberalizm yeni oyun kurucu konumuna gelmiştir. Bu rekabet, toplumun her
düzeyinde ve yaşamın her alanında etkili olmuştur. Kentsel markalaşma, kenti metaya
dönüştüren stratejilerden biridir.
Modern sermayenin sömürücü taleplerinin egemen olduğu stratejiler aracılığıyla, sosyal
etkinliklere ve faaliyetlere ev sahipliği yapması beklenen kentler, hizmetlerini sermaye
akışı için bir tüketim temeli olarak yerine getirmektedir. Kamusal alanların kullanım
değeri, onları bir meta meselesine dönüştüren değişim değerleri ile değiştirilmiş ve
önemsizleştirilmiştir.
Sermayenin serbest dolaşımı hem ekonomik hem de sosyal, siyasi, kültürel ve idari açıdan
ulusal ve yerel düzeyde önemli sonuçlar doğmuştur. Bilgi ve iletişim teknolojilerindeki
gelişmeler sayesinde dünya sınırları ortadan kalkmaya başlamış; en azından
yakınlaşmıştır. Birçok kent birbiriyle kaçınılmaz bir bağ kurmuş ve kentlerin arasındaki
rekabet yoğunlaşmıştır. Bu durumda, bir çerçeve olarak neoliberalizm, bir süreç olarak
küreselleşme ve bunun uluslar, devletler ve şehirler üzerindeki önemli etkilerini analiz
etmek için ele alınmalıdır.
Neoliberalizmin temel fikirlerinden biri rekabet edilebilirliği mümkün kılmak için
metalaşma karakterini her şeye atfetmek olarak özetlenebilir. Bu hedefi gerçekleştirmek
için, ademi merkeziyetçilik, devletin küçülmesi, özelleştirme, serbestleşme ve rekabet,
neoliberal ekonomik dönüşümün ana araçları olarak kullanılmıştır. Etkileri ise hem ulusal
hem de yerel düzeyde, belirtildiği gibi birçok açıdan etkili olmuştur.
Güç ve gücün meşru kullanımı neoliberalizme göre merkezsizleştirilmelidir. Başka bir
deyişle, devlet son aktör olmamalıdır; bunun yerine, her şey pazarla ilişkilendirilmelidir.
Bu nedenle, devletin müdahale alanlarından çekilmesi savunulmaktadır. Devletin tek ve
istenen rolü, kolaylaştırıcı piyasa işlemleri için koşulları uygun hale getirmektedir.
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Neoliberal ideoloji, devletle ve pazarla muhalif kurumlar olarak ele almak yerine,
ekonomik ilişkileri siyasal olarak yapılandırılmış özellikleri açısından ele almalıdır.
Ayrıca, neoliberal politika uygulaması tek beden herkese uyar fikrine dayanmamalıdır.
Bunun yerine, farklı ve spesifik kurumsal manzaraları ve politika ortamlarını dikkate
almalıdır. Dahası, gerçekte mevcut neoliberalizmde devletin kesin olarak geri çekilmesi
söz konusu değildir. Bunun yerine, devletin neoliberal ideolojinin sonuçları ve
çelişkileriyle başa çıkmak için baskın devlet müdahalelerine dramatik bir şekilde
müdahale edilmesi gerekir. (Brenner & Theodore, 2002)
Bu anlamda, var olan kurumların özünün neoliberal yeniden yapılanma projeleri
nedeniyle aniden ortadan kalkamayacağını iddia etmek yanlış olmaz. Bu noktada, patika
bağımlılık karakteri ayrıca dikkate alınmalıdır. Neoliberalizm eşitsiz gelişmelere dayanır
ve eşitsiz gelişme yoluyla kendini gerçekleştirir. Bu nedenle, mekânın düzensiz
gelişiminin neoliberalizmin tarafsız özü olduğu söylenebilir. Kentler neoliberal politika
girişimlerinin, idari yeniden yapılandırma projelerinin ve siyasi projelerin stratejik
hedeflerinin merkezi haline geldiğinden neoliberal kentleşme çarpıcı bir biçimde
gözlenmektedir. Başka bir deyişle, şehirler neoliberalizmin yeniden üretimine katkıda
bulunmuştur. Dahası, yerel yönetimler kapitalist ve pazar odaklı gelişmelere ve
metalaşma süreçlerine odaklanmıştır. Öte yandan, ekonomik rekabet idari, toplumsal ve
ekolojik açıdan desteklenmiş ve güvence altına alınmıştır. (Brenner & Theodore, 2002)
Şehirlerin yeni durumu, yeni bir odaklanmanın ortaya çıkmasına katkıda bulunmuştur.
Kentin yenilikçi özelliği nedeniyle, imaj formülasyonu değiştirilmiş ve yeni kentsel
yenileme stratejileri geliştirilmiştir. Turistleri, şirketleri, yatırımları ve benzerlerini
çekmek için bahsedilen stratejilerin hemen hepsi kent imajının markalaşmasını neoliberal
düzlemde gerçekleştirmektedir.
Buna ek olarak, şehir markalaşması kentler arası rekabeti yönetmek, kentin rekabetçi
özelliklerini vurgulamak ve pazarda rekabetçi bir meta imajı sağlamak için bu
stratejilerden biridir. Sanayi ekonomisinden bilgi ve iletişim teknolojilerine geçiş olarak
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kent imajından marka imajına geçiş olmuştur. Böylece marka imajı tüketicilerin algısını
yönetmek için yapılandırılmıştır.
Markalama teknikleri çeşitlilik gösterse de yapılı çevreye ve altyapıya, kimlik temelli
faaliyetlere, çeşitli yerel etkinliklere, planlama stratejilerine odaklanan kentsel kalkınma,
reklamcılık, efsaneler, sloganlar, logolar ve benzeri yatırımlar olarak özetlenebilir.
Barselona, markayı bir süreç olarak tecrübe ettiği ve yukarıda bahsedilen teknikleri daha
bütünleşik ve planlı bir biçimde uyguladığı için dünyadaki başarılı şehir markalarından
biri olarak kabul edilmektedir.
Brenner ve Theodore'a göre, farklı neoliberal kentleşme türleri, çağdaş kapitalizmin ikilik
ve çelişkilerine sürdürülebilir ve tutarlı çözümler sağlayamaz. Bunun yerine, yeni ortaya
çıkan neoliberal kentleşme türlerinin derin çelişkilerini içerdiği düşünülmelidir. Bu
yönden, neoliberal gündem nedeniyle kentlerin yeni vizyonunun, kentlerin asıl zorlukları
için gerekli çözümler üretemediği önerilebilir. Yerel yönetimlere verilen sorumluluklar
ile kentsel kapasitelerin azalması arasında genişleyen bir boşluğa yol açmaktadır; buna
ek olarak, yatırım fırsatları ve şehirler için kalkınma çözümleri arayışıyla birlikte sürekli
bir rekabet kaygısını ön plana getirmektedir. (Brenner & Theodore, 2002)
Türkiye 1970'lerin sonunda neoliberal söylemden kaçınılmaz olarak etkilenmiştir.
Hükümet politikası ve ulusal yaklaşım, 1980'lerin ilk yıllarında Türk ekonomisini
uluslararasılaştırmak için neoliberal reformlara doğru değiştirilmiştir. Neoliberalizmin
özellikle şehir markalaşmasına odaklanarak Türkiye üzerindeki etkisini bulmak için
çeşitli gelişmeler incelenmiştir. Birincisi, merkezi hükümete ait politika belgelerinin
incelenmesidir. Hem 10. Kalkınma Planı hem de Türkiye 2023 Turizm Stratejisi
küreselleşmenin

bir

gerçek

olduğunu

ve

etkilerinin

inkâr

edilemeyeceğini

göstermektedir. Bu nedenle, her iki politika belgesi de küresel rekabetin bir parçası olmak
için uygun şehirlerin cazibesini artırma ihtiyacının altını çimektedir. Bu belgelerde
metodoloji eksik olsa da küreselleşmenin etkileri ve şehir markasını neoliberal bir araç
olarak kullanma dürtüsü açıkça belirtilmiştir. Dahası, ulusal ölçekte mevzuatta yapılan
değişiklikler kentlerin rakip, yatırım arenası, sermaye ve turizm olarak yeni rolünü
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göstermektedir. Mevzuattaki bu değişikliklerle, devletin geri çekilmesinin doğrudan
ortaya çıkamadığı söylenebilir, ancak esnek yönetim ve üretim tarzı gözlemlenebilir.
10. Kalkınma Planı yerel düzeydeki rekabetin küreselleşmenin etkilerinin artması ve buna
bağlı olarak ekonomik dönüşümün gözlenmesi sebebiyle bir takım düzenlemeler
önermektedir. Bu düzenlemelere Yaşanabilir Mekanlar ve Sürdürülebilir Çevre başlığı
altında yer verilmiştir.
Batıdan doğuya ve gelişmekte olan ülkelere kayan üretim yoğunluğu ile uluslar
üstü boyut kazanan yer seçimi tercihlerini şehirler ve şehirlerin rekabetçiliğini
öne çıkaran yeni bir bölgesel gelişme ve şehirleşme olgusunu da beraberinde
getirmektedir. Ekonomik coğrafya iyi planlanıp, şehirlerin mekân ve yaşam
kalitesi daha üst düzeylere yükseltilebildiği takdirde, bu eğilim ülkemizin
jeopolitik avantajlarını güçlendirecek, yatırımlar ve nitelikli insan kaynakları için
çekim merkezi haline getirecektir. Bu amaca ulaşılabilmesi büyüme, kalkınma,
bölgesel gelişme ve mekânsal gelişme politikalarının uyumlu yürütülmesini
eskisinden daha önemli hale getirmektedir. (Turkey-Ministry-of-Development,
2013, p. 117)
Buna ek olarak, 10. Kalkınma Planı kentlerin karşı karşıya kaldığı güvenlik, alt yapı,
barınma gibi önemli zorluklara da dikkat çekmektedir. Bu zorluklara bulunan çözümler
de kent imajına olumlu yönde katkı yapacaktır. Fakat, planda bahsedilen bu zorluklar
aslında kentlerin temel problemleridir ve kentleri
Şehirlerimizde aşırı ve niteliksiz büyüme, barınma, trafik, güvenlik, altyapı,
sosyal uyum ve çevre sorunları önemini korumaktadır. Şehirlerimizin önemli bir
kısmının, bir taraftan bu tür riskleri yöneterek, uygun müdahalelerle yaşanabilir
mekanlara dönüştürülmesi, diğer taraftan da kentsel imaj yönetimi ve
markalaşma çabalarıyla çekim merkezi olması gözetilmesi gereken hususlardır.
(Turkey-Ministry-of-Development, 2013, p. 117)
Buna ek olarak, 2007 yılında hazırlanan Türkiye Turizm Stratejisi 2023 de ayrıca
incelenmiştir. Strateji içerisinde 10. Strateji “Kentsel Ölçekte Markalaşma: Zengin
kültürel ve doğal değerlere sahip kentlerimizin markalaştırılarak, turistler için bir çekim
noktası haline getirilmesi” olarak belirlenmiştir (Tourism, 2007, p. 25). Bu anlamda
belirlenen 2023 yılı hedefleri aşağıda belirtilmektedir.
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Ankara, İstanbul, İzmir ve Antalya’da şehir turizmini geliştirmeye yönelik plan
ve projeleri yaşama geçirilecektir.
Adıyaman, Amasya, Bursa, Edirne, Gaziantep, Hatay, Konya, Kütahya,
Manisa, Nevşehir, Kars, Mardin, Sivas, Şanlıurfa ve Trabzon illerinde kültür
turizmi canlandırılarak marka kültür kentleri oluşturulacaktır.
İç ve dış turizmde kültür turizmi hareketini artırmak için her yıl Kültür ve
Turizm Bakanlığı tarafından bir şehir kültür turizmi kenti olarak ilan
edilecektir.
Tarihi, kültürel ve mimari özelliği olan yapıların ve ören yerlerinin
restorasyonu yaptırılacaktır.
Yöresel etkinlikler uluslararası standartlara uygun biçimde geliştirilecektir.
Kültürel ve sanatsal gösterilerin sergileneceği tesisler ve mekanlar
yapılacaktır.
Yerel halkın soyut ve somut kültürel mirasın değeri ve korunması konusunda
bilinçlendirilmesi sağlanacaktır.
Şehirlerimizin zengin kültürel mirasını vurgulayan ulusal uluslar arası düzeyde
tanıtım ve pazarlama yapılması sağlanacaktır. (Tourism, 2007, p. 22)

Strateji kapsamında marka şehir olarak işaret edilen 15 şehrin arkasındaki metodoloji ile
ilgiliye stratejiden ulaşılamamıştır. Belirlenen şehirlere kültürel, fiziksel-sosyal, ulaşım
ve mimari alanlarında belirli düzenlemeler genel anlamda önerilmiş ve fon kaynakları ve
metodoloji anlamında bilgi verilmemiştir. Bu yanıyla eksik bırakılan noktalar olmasına
rağmen, kentsel ölçekte markalaşma ile ilgili önemli bir üst politika belgesi olan Türkiye
Turizm Stratejisi yerel yönetimlerin bu alanda yaptığı ve yapacağı çalışmalara önemli bir
kapı aralamıştır.
Bu tez, şehir markalaşmasını dünya şehirleri için küresel rekabeti yönetmek için
neoliberal bir araç olarak araştırmaya odaklanmaktadır. Literatüre katkıda bulunmak için,
Gaziantep'teki şehir markalaşma girişimlerinin ana izleri, Türkiye'nin en eski şehir
markalaşma girişimi olan 2003'te kök saldığı için incelenmiştir.
Gaziantep şehri, şehir markalaşma girişimleri başlamadan önce neoliberal yeniden
yapılanmayı yaşamıştır. Anadolu Kaplanları ve Gaziantep sanayicilerinin 1990'lardan bu
yana uluslararası pazarlara katılım yönünde attığı adımlar, küreselleşmenin özellikle
sanayi sektörü açısından kenti etkilediğini göstermiştir. Bu yüzden sanayiciler
uluslararası pazarda yer almayı hedeflemişlerdir. Ayrıca, esas olarak küreselleşmeden
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kaynaklanan rekabet nedeniyle, yerel yönetimlerin vizyon ve sorumluluklarında önemli
değişiklikler olmuştur.
Belirtildiği gibi, Gaziantep ve özellikle Gaziantep Büyükşehir Belediyesi, uluslararası
önemli ağlara girerek, uluslararası etkinliklere ev sahipliği yaparak, şehre bazı ünlü ve
önde gelen karakterleri atfederek küresel pazara dahil olmak için büyük çaba göstermiştir.
Bu nedenle, Gaziantep'i dünyadaki rekabetçi, güçlü, favori şehirlerden biri haline getirme
çabalarının olduğunu söylemek yanlış olmaz. Kentsel markalaşma şehirdeki en erken
çaba olsa da günümüzde yaratıcı şehir ve akıllı şehir gibi diğer girişimler öne çıkarak
devam etmektedir. Bu projelerin uygulanmasında kamu ve özel sektör ortaklıkları
yürütülmüştür. Dahası, Gaziantep Büyükşehir Belediyesi'nin şehir markalaştırma projesi,
Türkiye'deki cazibe merkezlerini desteklemeyi amaçlayan bir hibe programı ile Bölgesel
Kalkınma Ajansı, yani İpek Yolu Kalkınma Ajansı tarafından finanse edilmiştir. Merkezi
hükümetin bir devlet politikası olarak cazibe merkezlerindeki ve şehir markalarındaki
artışı desteklediği söylenebilir. Yine de rekabetçi bir şehir olabilmek ve fonlardan
yararlanmak için şehrin benzersiz özelliklerini vurgulayan ve onlara emtia edilebilir
karakter atfedecek bir proje yapılması gerekmektedir. Böylece Türkiye'deki cazibe
merkezlerini destekleme programı, bu projelerin neoliberal düzlemde geliştiğini ve
uygulandığını göstermektedir.
Neoliberalizm ve şehir markalaşma arasındaki doğrudan ilişkiyi incelemek için
çalışmanın 6. bölümünde, Gaziantep'teki şehir markalaşma girişimlerinin ana izleri
tanımlanmış, bu girişimleri gerçekleştiren ve katkı sağlayan ya da sağlaması öngörülen
ve sürece katılmayan kurumlardan temsilcilerle görüşülmüş ve özellikle başarı açısından
ele alınmış ve tartışılmıştır. Marka şehir girişiminin ilk izine 2003 yılında Gaziantep
Sanayi Odası tarafından yürütülen projede rastlanmaktadır. Bu proje genel hatlarıyla
marka tescilini somut olarak ön plana çıkarsa da marka şehir konseptini Gaziantep için
ulaşılması gereken bir amaç olarak işaret ederek ilk şehir logosunu tasarlamış ve tescilini
almıştır. Bu yönüyle projenin incelenmesi bu çalışmaya önemli bir katkıda bulunmuştur.
Buna ek olarak, marka tescilinin ön plana çıkarılmasında küreselleşme sebebiyle
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rekabetin ön plana çıkmasının sanayi üzerindeki etkileri dikkate alınmış ve bu anlamda
marka tescili bir rekabet aracı olarak ortaya konulmuştur.
Gaziantep Sanayi Odası tarafından yürütülen bu projenin devamı olarak 2015 yılında
Gaziantep Büyükşehir Belediyesi tarafından marka şehir projesinin ölçeği genişletilmiş
ve uygulanmıştır. Bu proje özel bir ajans tarafından uygulanmış ve bu yönüyle büyük
eleştirilere maruz kalmıştır. Gaziantep’te kurulan kontaktlar ışığında, Gaziantep Sanayi
Odası, Mimarlar Odası, Makine Mühendisleri Odası, Şehir Plancıları Odası gibi önemli
kurumların bu projede etkin bir biçimde yer almadığı gözlenmiştir. Buna ek olarak,
Gaziantep halkının da projenin oluşma ve uygulama süreçlerinde etkin bir biçimde yer
almadığı bilgisine ulaşılmıştır. Bu sebeplerden dolayı proje kenti oluşturan önemli
paydaşlar ve en önemlisi halk tarafından sahiplenilememiştir. Projenin uygulanma
sürecinde yürütücü özel ajansın da Gaziantep Büyükşehir Belediyesi’nden daha fazla ön
plana çıkması projenin olumsuz sonuçlarını doğurmada etkili olmuştur. Bu proje
kapsamında oluşturulduğu belirtilen proje çıktılarına şuanda işaret edilen internet
sitelerinden ulaşılamamaktadır. Ayrıca stratejik plan ve faaliyet raporlarında vizyonunu
marka şehir olmak olarak tanımlayan Gaziantep Büyükşehir Belediyesi, bu raporlarda
projeye yer vermemiştir. Yapılan görüşmeler sonucunda, bu projenin görünürlüğünün
azalması ve çıktılara ulaşılamamasının bir sebebi olarak projeye medyadan, halktan ve
siyasi figürlerden gelen eleştiriler olduğu bilgisi edinilmiştir.
Bu projenin uygulandığı tarihte ayrıca Gaziantep’te başka bir gündem olarak yaratıcı
şehirler ağı hakimdir. 2015 yılında Gaziantep, UNESCO’nun yaratıcı şehirler ağına
gastronomi dalında katılmış ve kentin en önemli özelliklerinden biri olan Gaziantep
mutfağını dünyaya tanıtma girişimini başlatmıştır. Kent imajına olumlu yönde katkı
sağlayan bu girişimi, kentteki kavram ve gündem karmaşası olarak yorumlamak da
mümkündür. Gaziantep, uluslararası arenada varlığını rekabetçi bir şekilde sürdürebilmek
adına trend kavramları kentte ön plana çıkarma çabasına başvurmuştur. Bu çabalardan
bazıları başarılı olmuş bazıları ise sürdürülememiştir. Marka şehir, şehrin, bu anlamda
yaptığı en eski çaba olmasına karşın yaratıcı şehir ve akıllı şehir kavramları bugün hala
güncel olarak gözlemlenmektedir. Kavramları şehre uyarlamak yerine şehri kavramlara
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uyarlamaya çalışan Gaziantep akıllı ve/veya yaratıcı şehirler alanında attığı adımlarla
kalıcı olmayan ve kavramların özüne inmeyen çabalarına devam etmektedir. Bu
anlamdaki farkındalık gözetilmekle beraber, Gaziantep bu projelere ve kavramlara
yaptığı yatırım ve mesaiye karşın diğer önemli ve acil ne tür ihtiyaçları ertelemektedir
tartışması ayrıca büyük önem arz etmektedir. Marka şehir girişimlerinin başarılı ya da
başarısız olma durumlarından bağımsız olarak, bahsi geçen olumsuz durumları
çözebilecek nitelikte olmayan neoliberal bir stratejiye yani şehir markalamaya yatırım
yapılmaktadır. Bu stratejinin başarılı olması durumunda elbette kent imajında olumlu
katkılar gözlemlenecektir.
Ayrıca, bu girişimlerin neoliberal gündemi de dikkate alınmıştır. Bu projelerin başarılı
olarak değerlendirilemeyeceği açıkça önerilebilir; ancak Gaziantep'in kent imajına
yapılan katkının da yadsınamayacağı açıktır. Öte yandan, Gaziantep'te göç, Suriyeli
mülteciler, kayıt dışı istihdam, kiralarda artış, trafik, hava kirliliği ve benzeri çok önemli
sorunların ve hayati zorlukların olduğunun altını çizmek tam da bu noktada büyük önem
arz etmektedir. Bu anlamda şehir markalaşması neoliberal bir araç olup söz konusu
sorunların çözümünde rol almamaktadır. Başka bir deyişle, şehir markalaşma girişimleri
başarılı bir şekilde uygulanırsa, Gaziantep'in kent imajını geliştirmeye yardımcı olabilir
ve aynı zamanda kent ekonomisi üzerinde olumlu bir etkisi olabilir. Bununla birlikte, eğer
şehir altyapı, istihdam olanakları, hoşgörü, ekonomi, kültürel faaliyetler, iklim
değişikliği, hava kirliliği ve benzeri hayati gündemlere duyarlılık açısından yetersizse,
şehir markası neoliberal bir araç olarak basit ve yetersiz kalarak önemli olmayacaktır. Bu
bilgiler ışığında Gaziantep'in şehir markalaşma girişimlerinin neoliberal düzlemde
uygulandığı ve başarılı bir şekilde sürdürülemeyeceği iddia edilmektedir. Ayrıca, kentteki
hayati sorunları çözmeden önce marka karakterini kente atfetmek, neoliberal gündemin
ana ipuçlarından biri ve sürdürülemezliğin nedenleri olarak düşünülebilir.
Bu bilgiler ışığında, daha sonra bu alanda yapılacak akademik çalışmaların kentsel
markalaşma girişimlerinin kentin önemli problemleri karşısındaki durumunun merkezi ve
yerel

yönetim

politikaları

kapsamında

düşünülmektedir.
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